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‘Quickie’ has quickly become a Hurricanes workhorse  

By Chip Alexander  

Jesper Fast won the Players’ Player Award so many times 
with the New York Rangers that they might as well have 
named it for him. 

That is, if they didn’t let him go. 

The Rangers award, selected by teammates, is given to 
someone who “best exemplifies what it means to be a team 
player.” That was Fast, five years running, for the Rangers. 
And he’s quickly become the same kind of player for the 
Carolina Hurricanes this season. 

“He’s a guy who fits our mold in the way we want to play,” 
Canes captain Jordan Staal said Thursday on a media call. 
“He’s just an absolute workhorse. Every shift you see him 
and he’s never going to quit on a puck. He’s always going to 
be working. It may not always work out for him, but you know 
he’s going to give it his all.  

“He’s played well for us down the stretch and done a lot of 
things under the radar that we appreciate as players and I’m 
sure as coaches.” 

The guy they call “Quickie” — the perfect nickname, yes? — 
had a big-time play Thursday against the Chicago 
Blackhawks. Jumping on a loose puck in front of the Chicago 
net, he knocked it off the inside of the post and past goalie 
Kevin Lankinen for the winning goal in a 4-3 road victory at 
the United Center. 

The play was set in motion by center Vincent Trocheck 
winning a draw in the defensive zone. The puck went to Fast, 
who dropped off a pass to Trocheck and then went to the net 
as Trocheck got off a shot. The puck hit defenseman Calvin 
de Haan and bounced off Lankinen’s left pad to Fast, who 
shot as he fell to the ice with 29 seconds left in regulation. 

“Got a bit of a weird bounce and I almost missed the puck, 
too,” Fast said of his fifth goal of the season. “But I was lucky 
it went post and in. Very happy with that.” 

When the Rangers allowed Fast to leave in free agency after 
last season, the Hurricanes signed the Swedish winger to a 
three-year, $6 million contract. The price was right and Fast’s 
acquisition was one of the few offseason additions for the 
Canes. 

His versatility has been a plus for a team that is 24-8-3 and 
contending for the lead in the Central Division. Fast can play 
on any line, can be used on the power play and in penalty 
killing. He gives the Canes another right-shot forward in the 
lineup.  

Fast, 29, now has his first game-winning goal for the Canes 
and did it, coach Rod Brind’Amour said, by going into the 
“greasy area” in front of the net. According to the NHL, he 
became the seventh player in franchise history to score the 
winning goal in the final 30 seconds of a regular-season 
game. 

“It’s nice to see someone get rewarded for doing all the little 
things that make the team successful,” said forward Warren 
Foegele, who scored twice in Thursday’s game. “He’s 
working hard out there and keeping plays in and giving 
space to the skill guys.  

“Sometimes, he doesn’t get recognized for that. But the 
team, we recognize that, so it’s pretty awesome to see him 
get that one and get rewarded.” 

Fast was all set to play against the Canes last August when 
the NHL returned during the pandemic for the 2020 
postseason. The Canes and Rangers faced off in a best-of-
five format in a Stanley Cup qualifier in Toronto, and Fast 
was a quick casualty, knocked out of the opening game after 
just 32 seconds. 

Delivering the big early hit was Brady Skjei, one Fast’s 
Rangers teammates until dealt to the Canes at the trade 
deadline in February 2020. Fast would not return in the 
series as the Canes won in three straight games, and his 
absence from the lineup was felt by the Rangers. 

The Canes, with Fast now in their lineup, can see why now. 

Injury update 

Brind’Amour said Friday he still is unsure how the three-
goalie situation will shake out. Petr Mrazek put in a 
conditioning-stint game with the AHL’s Chicago Wolves on 
Thursday, facing 45 shots and winning 5-2 in his first game 
action since injuring his right thumb Jan. 30 against Dallas. 

“He hasn’t really said, ‘Hey, I’m 100 percent ready to play,’” 
Brind’Amour said. “I think he is but I want to make sure that I 
have a good conversation with him. I think it will be day to 
day. We’ll just monitor it as we go.” ... 

Teuvo Teravainen got in some skating Friday, Brind’Amour 
said, as the forward continues to recover from a concussion. 
His return remains indefinite. “Nobody really has a handle on 
it,” Brind’Amour said. “Hopefully has turns the corner.” 

Carolina Hurricanes vs Dallas Stars 

When: Saturday, 7 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV: Bally Sports South
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NHL power rankings: On Good Friday, we’ve got a new, lone team at No. 1 

By Sean Gentille and Dom Luszczyszyn 

As of two weeks ago, The Athletic has weekly NHL power 
rankings. Yes, it happened. Calm down. We’re back with 
another installment this week, and we’ll be back every week 
until we’re old and grey and tired of ranking teams every 
week. 

Here are the basic ground rules. 

• The methodology here is as simple as it gets. We each 
rank the teams, from 1-31, then take the average, and voila. 
(Dom made a dedicated spreadsheet for this because of 
course he did.) It’s not going to be based solely on past 
performance, current hot streaks or future potential. 
Numbers will figure into it prominently, but if you want stat-
model stuff, we’ve got you covered elsewhere. This is 
something different. 

•  From there, we’ll choose 10 or so teams to go back-and-
forth on; that might be because we disagree on the 
placement. It might be because we each have something 
meaningful to say. It might be because we each want to 
make jokes about the teams, or each other. We’ll see. 

•  We want this to be fun, and we’re not locked into a format 
beyond going from No. 1 to No. 31. Some rankings might 
have themes. Some of those themes might be unexpected. If 
you have ideas — or just suggestions on how to make this a 
destination for you, each Friday — we’d love to hear them. 
You’re why we’re doing this in the first place. 

•  If two teams are tied, the team with the highest points 
percentage gets the nod. Sometimes we might add new 
rules as we see fit. For example, we added the tie-breaker 
rule because ties are stupid and don’t belong in this sport. It’ll 
change every week; we kept it simple this time because the 
theme was already sort of obnoxious. 

It’s Good Friday. So, we assigned each team a lyric off 
Kanye West’s 2010 “G.O.O.D. Friday” releases. You’ll be 
surprised how well most of these work, and you’d be upset if 
you knew how long it took. 

1. Colorado Avalanche 

Last week: 2 
Record: 23-8-4, 50 points 
Dom rank: 1 
Sean rank: 1 

“No one man should have all that power” 

Dom: I knew you’d come around. 

Sean: I’m less mathematically inclined than you — very few 
people know this — so I needed something stupid to push 
me over the edge. And buddy, Nathan MacKinnon bonking 
Conor Garland did the trick. I’m all in. Also, Philipp Grubauer 
helped out some; he’s not Andrei Vasilevskiy, but he’s 
certainly top-10 — and he’s not 10th. That, combined with 
the Colorado shot parade, is enough to close the gap. 

Dom: As we know, it’s the shot parade for me. But also, it’s 
the five goals in under eight minutes parade for me too. The 
Avalanche are stupid good right now. 

2. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last week: 1 
Record: 25-9-2, 52 points 
Dom rank: 2 
Sean rank: 2 

“Matter who you go and get, ain’t nobody cold as this” 

Sean: I imagine Julien BriseBois, hanging out near those 
Tesla coils in Tampa’s arena, laughing about the pending 
Kyle Palmieri derby as he watches Nikita Kucherov work out. 
Enjoy your middle-six deadline additions, you peons. You 
absolute rubes. 

Dom: In terms of win value, getting Kucherov back is 
basically the equivalent of a team somehow finding a way to 
acquire all three of Taylor Hall, Mattias Ekholm and Palmieri. 
Unless you’re Colorado, why bother at this point. It ain’t fair. 

3. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last week: 4 
Record: 24-8-3, 51 points 
Dom rank: 5 
Sean rank: 3 

“Ironic, you been sleeping on the one that you been 
dreaming ’bout” 

All this time, Alex Nedeljkovic has been hiding in plain view. 
From the time Carolina picked him in the second round back 
in 2014 until the start of this season, he’d played all of six 
NHL games, winning a Calder Cup and AHL goalie of the 
year award in the meantime. Now, after beating out James 
Reimer for starts during Petr Mrazek’s injury, he’s the 
reigning NHL rookie of the month, and the numbers are very, 
very good: A .927 save percentage, 2.05 GAA and 8-3-2 
record so far, plus a nifty 5.38 goals saved above expected. 
That’s ninth in the league. Whether he keeps the job or not, 
he’s helping the Hurricanes make the leap plenty of folks 
have been waiting for. 

4. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last week: 5 
Record: 24-9-2, 50 points 
Dom rank: 4 
Sean rank: 4 

“When you’re this hot, everybody’s a critic” 

Dom: We’ve been lukewarm on Vegas relative to its record 
so far. The Golden Knights almost made it into the top three, 
but an overtime loss and Hurricanes win means they lose out 
on the tie-breaker. Maybe next week.  

They’ve lost two straight now, but it’s hard to argue against 
how they played Thursday night where they had some 
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exceptional chances against the Wild. They just couldn’t 
solve Cam Talbot. 

Sean: If the tie-breaker goes to whichever team hasn’t failed 
to ice a full roster in the last seven days, Vegas will be out of 
luck. They almost won a game that they started with 10 
forwards! Maybe they’re the best team of all time. Marc-
Andre Fleury has an .880 save percentage in his last five 
games, by the way. Fourth place on the all-time wins list will 
have to wait. My money is still on him being a Vezina finalist 
for the first time in his career. Just seems like something 
that’ll happen. 

5. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last week: 3 
Record: 23-10-3, 49 points 
Dom rank: 3 
Sean rank: 5 

“But would you rather be underpaid or overrated?” 

I (Dom) tried to make this week’s tie-breaker “team most 
likely to bump G.O.O.D. Friday in the locker room” and was 
rebuked as it would “stack the deck in favour of the Leafs.” 
Tough, but fair.  

The right answer to the above question, by the way, is 
“overrated.” That’s why you have to respect the ethos of 
Toronto’s star players for securing the bag, first and 
foremost. Game respect game, but I’d also argue over-
saturation tends to skew the opposite way where a team 
becomes a little underrated. So many people want to 
discredit the team from the center of the hockey universe 
and I don’t blame them, but the Leafs are still an elite team. 
Some might even say a juggernaut. 

With Jack Campbell — an Actually Good goalie — in net, the 
team has looked unstoppable. Naturally, that only means 
they’ll get lit up on Friday against the Jets. 

6. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last week: 11 
Record: 24-11-2, 50 points 
Dom rank: 6 
Sean rank: 7 

“See the dreamers, see the sleepers / Why’d you wake 
them? Sweet Jesus” 

There are plenty of reasons for the rest of the league to be 
concerned about what’s happening in Pittsburgh; they’ve 
won five straight — including two regulation wins against the 
Islanders and one against the Bruins. The 5v5 numbers are 
creeping upward. Their special teams, after weeks and 
weeks of cluelessness, have sharpened. Jared McCann, the 
skeleton key to their forward group, has been good. The 
goalies have been very good … and it’s all happening with 
no Evgeni Malkin or Teddy Blueger. 

Less tangibly, they’ve got Brandon Tanev dropping gems like 
this every week or so. Four f-bombs, one “joke,” one “loser” 
and one “sheriff.” Those are the numbers that matter. 

7. Washington Capitals 

Last week: 9 
Record: 23-9-4, 50 points 

Dom rank: 8 
Sean rank: 6 

“Popped too many corks to let you dorks offend me” 

Dom: I was so ready to rank the Capitals sixth, as they’ve 
been playing legitimately well of late and now rank 10th in 
expected goals percentage. I felt so good about the Capitals 
that I actually bet on them for once instead of against them. 
What a fool I was, as they got pumped 8-4 Thursday night. 

Sean: They jumped up a few spots this week for me. On 
some level, that feels like an overcorrection, since I respond 
to getting yelled at. Out-of-whack as their numbers have 
been, though, they’ve still only lost nine games, and they are 
indeed playing better. 

8. N.Y. Islanders 

Last week: 6 
Record: 23-10-4, 50 points 
Dom rank: 7 
Sean rank: 10 

“Hard to be humble when you stuntin’ on a jumbotron” 

Mathew Barzal, have yourself a night. The Islanders put on a 
show Thursday night, thumping the Capitals 8-4 off the 
strength of a five-point night from Barzal that included not 
one, not two, but three highlight-reel goals. I don’t even know 
if I can comfortably pick a favourite from these three, they 
were all so good. 

There’s some warranted concern with Anders Lee out for the 
season, but nights like Thursday are a reminder that this is 
still a very strong team without him. The Islanders deserve 
your respect. 

9. Minnesota Wild 

Last week: 7 
Record: 22-11-2, 46 points 
Dom rank: 9 
Sean rank: 9 

“Consider yourself lucky to see a legend before the prime” 

Sean: Kirill Kaprizov hit the 30-point mark on Thursday night 
(his seventh multipoint game) and he’s apparently doing this 
now, too. 

Dom: Yeah, Kaprizov is great and all, but how about Cam 
Talbot on Thursday? He single-handedly won that game for 
Minnesota, and these two show-stopping saves seconds 
apart were incredible. After all those seasons with Devan 
Dubnyk dragging them down, this is what the team looks like 
with decent goaltending. Top 10. 

10. Florida Panthers 

Last week: 10 
Record: 24-9-4, 52 points 
Dom rank: 13 
Sean rank: 8 

“The mood swings like the change of a channel” 

Dom: The Panthers have been riding high all season and 
have one of the best records in hockey, but losing Aaron 
Ekblad for the season is a devastating blow. He’s blossomed 
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into an elite defenceman over the last two seasons, well 
worth his draft-day hype and it’s difficult to see the Panthers 
maintaining their torrid pace without him. 

Sean: A couple things here: I’d love to see the Panthers at 
least attempt to replace him. They’ll at least have the space 
to add whoever they want at the deadline, and that’s without 
Ekblad on LTIR. Also, I haven’t watched the injury and don’t 
plan on changing that. Horrible. 

Dom: I watched it, and I have regrets. Just like Florida will if it 
doesn’t find a way to nab Mattias Ekholm. 

11. Boston Bruins 

Last week: 8 
Record: 18-10-5, 41 points 
Dom rank: 10 
Sean rank: 11 

“The clock’s tickin’, I just count the hours” 

We said last week that our relatively high opinion of the 
Bruins might be colored by the team we think they should be, 
versus what they actually are — and what they are is a one-
line, lukewarm offensive team. Their percentages aren’t 
awful, but in straight up expected goals, they’re last in the 
league. Last. If they wait much longer to bring in 
reinforcements, that three-point lead on the East’s last 
playoff spot is in danger. Even worse, their slide in the 
rankings could continue. That’s a fate worse than death. 

12: Winnipeg Jets 

Last week: 12 
Record: 22-13-2, 46 points 
Dom rank: 12 
Sean rank: 12 

“Yeah, though it’s forty below the wind chill / And we wipin’ 
snow up off the windshield / It’s still wonderful night to be 
alive, baby” 

Life is good in the ‘Peg. They’re a playoff lock. They’ve won 
four of six. Doesn’t matter that their 5v5 numbers are still 
scary in spots — that 45.17 expected goals percentage is 
30th in the league. Might it matter eventually? Sure. Doubt 
that it’s going to stop them from enjoying this, though. 

13. Edmonton Oilers 

Last week: 13 
Record: 22-14-1, 45 points 
Dom rank: 11 
Sean rank: 14 

“The best living or dead hands down” 

We are watching greatness this season with Connor 
McDavid putting on one of the great seasons in recent 
memory, lapping the field in terms of win value. Some folks 
will try to galaxy-brain the Hart Trophy debate, but it should 
be no contest whatsoever. McDavid is the best player in the 
world, and he’s proving that every single night. 

14. Montreal Canadiens 

Last week: 14 
Record: 16-8-9, 41 points 

Dom rank: 13 
Sean rank: 15 

“And for the hate in advance, pull down your pants / Make 
’em kiss both cheeks like we living in France” 

Did you think the salary cap was going to stop them? What 
about a near-terminal ability to win games after regulation? A 
coaching change? A COVID-19 pause? Nope. Nope. Nope. 
Nope. Pucker up. 

15. New York Rangers 

Last week: 16 
Record: 17-15-4, 38 points 
Dom rank: 14 
Sean rank: 16 

“What you now hear is puttin’ fear in all the older ones” 

The Rangers have the 19th best points percentage in the 
league, but a top 10 goal differential. We split the difference 
and ranked them 15th, but it wouldn’t be a surprise to see a 
big surge down the stretch. Everything is starting to come 
together and though it may be too late for them this year, the 
Rangers are definitely knocking at the door, ready to usurp 
the old guard in the East over the coming years. 

16. Nashville Predators 

Last week: 23 
Record: 19-18-1, 39 points 
Dom rank: 17 
Sean rank: 15 

“I meant to snap a while ago, but who knows where the time 
went?” 

Sean: The funniest thing about the Preds’ hot streak — other 
than me realizing it too late and overcorrecting with a 12-
SPOT SWING — is the amount of havoc it’s wreaking on the 
trade deadline. We were wondering whether they’d move 
Filip Forsberg, like, 10 minutes ago. 

Dom: The Predators moved up seven spots since last week 
which we hope will be very uncommon. Our goal is for us to 
be so correct that the rankings are exactly the same every 
week. This is an admission of failure. 

Sean: To reiterate, I had them 27th seven days ago. 

Dom: Now you like them more than I do! Big Preds fan. 

17. St. Louis Blues 

Last week: 15 
Record: 16-13-6, 38 points 
Dom rank: 16 
Sean rank: 17 

“Don’t give up now, just a little more persistence” 

McIndoe touched on this earlier in the week, but it should be 
reiterated: The rest of the Blues schedule is an absolute 
terror. Pure nightmare stuff. First off, they’ve already lost 
nine of their last 11, including two straight to the Ducks (!), 
though they did bank four loser’s points. It gets worse — 17 
of their last 21 games are against the Avs, Golden Knights 
and Wild. So, yes, persistence would help. So would luck, 
and so would Taylor Hall or something. Hoo boy. 
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18. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last week: 18 
Record: 17-16-5, 39 points 
Dom rank: 19 
Sean rank: 18 

“This is showtime, showtime, boy, I hope you set the DVR” 

Dom: I genuinely forgot it was Easter this weekend because 
the passage of time during this hell-year no longer matters. 
But the most important tradition on this day is ripping through 
Kanye West’s G.O.O.D. Friday tracks. It’s an absolute 
travesty that these songs aren’t on streaming services. 

Sean: They’re on an iPod Touch in a box somewhere. 

Dom: We need CD quality. The world needs CD quality. 
Anyways, we thought it would be fitting to do another power 
rankinception, with our top five tracks (excluding the ones 
that made it onto My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy and 
Watch The Throne). 

G.O.O.D. Fridays Power Rankings  

1.  

1.  

1.  

1. Christian Dior Denim 
Flow 

2. G.O.O.D. Music 

3. Lord Lord Lord 

4. Looking For Trouble 

5. Chain Heavy 

Dom: Oh yeah, the Blackhawks. They’re still in the playoff 
race in April? That’s neat, and almost entirely due to Patrick 
“Showtime” Kane. 

19. Dallas Stars 

Last week: 19 
Record: 12-12-10, 34 points 
Dom rank: 18 
Sean rank: 19 

“It mean second place is the first one who lost” 

The 12-12-10 Dallas Stars with the most “Middle Of The 
Table Premier League Team” record in hockey history are 
looking very unlikely to avenge last year’s second-place 
finish.  

This team is very far removed from the one that was within 
two wins of a Stanley Cup last fall, but in a lacklustre Central 
Division, there’s still hope. Dallas controls play well and will 
be getting some key players back from injury soon — 
hopefully. The Stars have some potential to rise the ranks 
here if they can go on a run. 

20. Arizona Coyotes 

Last week: 20 
Record: 16-15-5, 37 points 

Dom rank: 21 
Sean rank: 20 

“I’ll have your face looking all Captain Crunch-y” 

On Saturday night the Coyotes looked extra sharp in their 
Reverse Retro Kachina jers — okay, sorry, fine, we’ll talk 
about the team. 

Personally, we think it’s quite bad when you allow nine goals 
against in one game and five goals in the first 7:31 of the 
game. It’ll be hard to make the playoffs with that attitude, but 
lucky for the Coyotes, the Blues don’t seem to want that 
playoff spot so Arizona has a legitimate shot. Just two weeks 
ago Arizona was hovering around 10 percent, but has since 
surged toward 40 percent on the strength of a 4-2-1 record 
(with plenty of help from the Blues going 2-4-1). 

21. Calgary Flames 

Last week: 17 
Record: 16-18-3, 35 points 
Dom rank: 20 
Sean rank: 21 

“We’re on a dead-end street, this block has got a cul-de-sac” 

Every week, the Flames have been that pig Homer tried to 
roast at his BBQ. 

“It’s just a little dirty. It’s still good, it’s still good! 
It’s just a little slimy. It’s still good, it’s still good! 
It’s just a little airborne. It’s still good, it’s still good!” 
“It’s gone.” 
“I know.” 

The Flames could still make the playoffs this year… when 
pigs fly. 

22. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last week: 32 
Record: 17-14-4, 38 points 
Dom rank: 22 
Sean rank: 22 

“Just killed another career, it’s a mild day” 

Sean: It’s Alain Vigneault talking to Carter Hart. I’m kidding! 
He’s going to be fine! Nothing to worry about! Tough month 
for this promo, though. 

Dom: I’m shocked no one has actually been fired after the 
month they’ve had. I’m perhaps just as shocked that they’re 
still somehow 17-14-4??? 

23. Los Angeles Kings 

Last week: 24 
Record: 14-14-6, 34 points 
Dom rank: 23 
Sean rank: 24 

“My grades went from A’s to B’s to Cs” 

We assumed there would be a market correction on the 
Kings a few weeks ago. Lo and behold, it has continued. 
Two goals or less in three of their last four sounds about right 
for that group of forwards. Now, they’re where they should 
be. The funny thing is, their playoff chances aren’t dead. Part 
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of the reason the Blues’ situation is so brutal is that they 
don’t play the Coyotes. That, from what we can glean, also 
means that the Coyotes don’t play the Blues. If both 
independently go in the tank, maybe it’s the Kings who 
benefit. 

24. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last week: 22 
Record: 14-16-8, 36 points 
Dom rank: 26 
Sean rank: 23 

“In a tight situation like Speedos” 

So… that whole Patrik Laine trade hasn’t really worked out 
well for Columbus, huh? The Blue Jackets traded the 
disgruntled Pierre-Luc Dubois for the Finnish sniper and he’s 
looked pretty bad, especially of late. He has only seven goals 
and 14 points in 28 games with some pretty poor five-on-five 
numbers to boot. Things have looked especially dire over the 
last month where Laine has just one goal in 15 games, but 
perhaps more worrisome is that he has just 1.7 expected 
goals too. He isn’t even getting chances.  

It’s been a bad fit and he’s an RFA at the end of the season. 
It’ll be interesting to see how this situation plays out. 

25. San Jose Sharks 

Last week: 26 
Record: 15-16-4, 34 points 
Dom rank: 24 
Sean rank: 26 

“Been standing in the same spot for a couple of weeks” 

Through three iterations of these power rankings, we have 
decided that the San Jose Sharks are the 25th best team 
each and every time. This is now canon. They can never 
leave this spot — not even after two very impressive wins 
over the ninth-ranked Minnesota Wild. In both games, the 
Sharks controlled play too, with Wednesday’s win looking 
particularly dominant by expected goals. The Sharks are still 
a playoff longshot, but if you squint hard enough at their 
average expected goals rate that ranks higher than the 
Blues, Coyotes and Kings, there’s some potential for a 
surprise. We’ll still have them in the same spot though. 

26. Vancouver Canucks 

Last week: 23 
Record: 16-18-3, 35 points 
Dom rank: 25 
Sean rank: 25 

“All my money tied in knots” 

And $5 million of Jim Benning’s money tied up in Thatcher 
Demko. Harman Dayal went in-depth on the Canucks’ 
pending cap reckoning, so we’ll offer the abridged version: 
Short term, they could be in deep trouble. After raises for 
Elias Pettersson and Quinn Hughes, they’re looking at $3.5 
million in space and 19 players signed, with a large hole on 
their top pair. In other words, they’re going to look pretty 
similar to … whatever this is. Not great. 

27. New Jersey Devils 

Last week: 27 
Record: 13-16-5, 31 points 
Dom rank: 27 
Sean rank: 27 

“Santa’s on a diet, gotta get the pounds gone” 

What’s the point of wearing red and green jerseys and 
assembling a roster that’s 90 percent trade bait if you’re not 
actually going to play Santa Claus? Tom Fitzgerald! Start 
making moves! Please! We need stuff to talk about! Our 
trade boards are dying! 

28. Ottawa Senators 

Last week: 28 
Record: 12-21-4, 28 points 
Dom rank: 28 
Sean rank: 28 

“Reporting live from the rubble” 

At the start of the year, there were legitimate beliefs (from 
respected people!) that the Senators could be a sleeper 
team, a much-improved group that can play spoiler in a tight 
North Division. “They won’t be that bad this year!” some 
exclaimed. 

Well, they’ve certainly ruined Calgary’s season, but they’re 
still playing at a normal season pace of 62 points. That’s a 
downgrade from last year and it only cost about $15 million 
in extra salary to do it. Amazing work that was totally 
foreseeable. 

29. Detroit Red Wings 

Last week: 29 
Record: 12-21-5, 29 points 
Dom rank: 30 
Sean rank: 29 

“How can I be better? I could start with just the basics” 

Step 1: Acquire good players 

Step 2: ??? 

Step 3: Profit 

The Wings have played a bit better of late, sweeping the 
Blue Jackets over the weekend and stealing a point from the 
injury-depleted Panthers on Thursday, but there are still so 
many holes in the lineup. The basics of team-building won’t 
be enough, especially with the new draft lottery odds coming 
into effect. 

30. Anaheim Ducks 

Last week: 28 
Record: 11-20-6, 28 points 
Dom rank: 29 
Sean rank: 30 

“The way you look should be a sin” 

Worst look in the league. What was the point of that Mighty 
Ducks reboot if it wasn’t to guilt them into wearing the 
eggplants, full time? If a team is going to be this boring — 
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this inconsequential — they could at least have the decency 
to look cool. 

31. Buffalo Sabres 

Last week: 31 
Record: 7-23-6, 20 points 
Dom rank: 31 
Sean rank: 31 

“Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord this is something new” 

Dom: Those beautiful bastards did it. They finally got a win, 
their first since Feb. 23. I don’t think many realize that the 
team only had two wins in all of February, too. We were 

absolutely right to rank them ahead of the Flyers last week 
though. 

Sean: Congratulations to the Sabres and, of course, that 
boat in the Suez Canal. It dropped out of the rankings, and is 
unlikely to be heard from again. Shoutout to Tobias Rieder, 
who somehow played in 13 of those 18 losses and came out 
with a plus-minus of zero. Rasmus Ristolainen, for 
comparison, was minus-20. This will be the only time I use 
plus-minus, for the record. 

Dom: It better be or you’re cut from the rankings. We’ll get 
Sean McIndoe in here so fast.

 

 

 

How to Watch the Hurricanes on Bally Sports South 

New name & presentation package for locally televised 
Canes games 

By Michael Smith 

By now, you've probably seen or heard that the FOX regional 
sports networks have transitioned to a new name and a new 
look under Bally Sports. 

In the Carolina Hurricanes' viewing territory, FOX Sports 
Carolinas is now Bally Sports South. Beginning with their 
homestand opener against the Dallas Stars on Saturday, 
April 3, the Canes will have 20 games televised on Bally 
Sports South down the stretch of the season.  

What does this mean for how you watch the Canes on 
television? 

Not much at all! In fact, pretty much everything from this TV 
guide earlier in the season still applies. 

What is the channel number for Bally Sports South? 

The channel number is not changing; where you watched the 
Canes before on FOX Sports Carolinas is where you will 

watch them now on Bally Sports South. Not sure of that 
channel number? We've got you covered. 

So, what is different? 

The name and logo of the network are obviously different. 
You'll also see a fresh presentation package with new colors, 
new graphics and more. 

Oh, and you'll find tweets from the network at 
@CanesOnBally. 

Can I still stream Canes games on the FOX Sports GO 
mobile app? 

Yes, FOX Sports GO will continue to provide live streaming 
while the new Bally Sports mobile app rolls out. Once the 
Bally Sports app is widely available, the FOX Sports GO app 
will update to the Bally Sports app. 

What is Bally Sports? 

Bally Sports is a media entertainment brand. The FOX 
regional sports networks are now Bally regional sports 
networks.
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Mrazek Nearing Return After Conditioning Start With Wolves 

Mrazek: 'This was a good step going forward. Hopefully it will 
be good, and I'll be ready to go soon' 

By Michael Smith 

CHICAGO - The circumstances were serendipitous. 

Petr Mrazek had not played a competitive hockey game in 
more than eight weeks. The Carolina Hurricanes were in 
Chicago for a two-game set against the Blackhawks. The 
Chicago Wolves, the Canes' American Hockey League 
affiliate, were playing a Thursday afternoon game just up the 
road. 

It was the perfect set-up for Mrazek to make a conditioning 
start and feel out his surgically repaired right thumb in a 
game before returning to the crease for the Canes. 

So, Mrazek and forward Max McCormick packed their bags 
to depart the team hotel in Chicago on Thursday morning. 
While still observing all league travel protocols, Assistant 
General Manager Darren Yorke played the role of hockey 
dad and drove his "sons" Petr and Max an hour northwest to 
the Triphahn Community Center & Ice Arena, the Wolves' 
practice facility where they are playing home games without 
fans this season. 

Starting his first game since Jan. 30 and making his first AHL 
appearance since March 6, 2015, when he was a member of 
the Grand Rapids Griffins, Mrazek made 43 saves on 45 
shots and earned first star honors in a 5-2 Wolves win 
against his old team. 

"It's always good to get back and have a game under your 
belt," he said later Thursday night at United Center. "Any 
game action is way better than practice. It was fun." 

Just as perfect as the circumstances that allowed Mrazek to 
make the AHL start in the first place was the conditioning 
itself - it was a busy afternoon for Mrazek, who made 23 
saves on 23 shots in the second period alone, what Wolves 
head coach Ryan Warsofsky said "might have been the 
worst period of the season" for his club. 

But for Mrazek, seeing shots in volume was exactly what the 
doctor ordered. 

"It was a good test," he said. "A lot of shots. It's better to 
have more than less, especially after two months." 

"He played really big for them in the second period. I thought 
he looked really calm," Canes goaltending coach Paul 
Schonfelder said. "He was good in traffic and controlled his 
movements well. It was a good game for him to come back 
and play." 

Game action also presented Mrazek with a feel for seeing 
shots through traffic and battling through pressure in and 
around the crease, something that's tough to replicate in a 
practice setting. 

"There are certain things you can't do in practice for a goalie: 
traffic, net drives, stuff behind the net and certain play reads 
are things you're only going to get in a game," Schonfelder 
said. "It was important for him to go down and get those 
under his belt before his game back for us." 

From his perch behind the Wolves' bench, Warsofsky saw 
confident play from Mrazek. 

"He was really good. I thought he was fighting through traffic, 
which is something Jason Muzzatti, our goalie coach, was 
interested to see," Warsofsky said in his postgame Zoom 
availability. "He did a really good job because it's hard to 
emulate in practice, five guys or six guys in front of you. He 
did a really good job fighting through traffic, and I thought his 
puck touches were good playing the puck. He looked 
confident. He was really good and looked really sharp." 

How Mrazek looked in action was just one aspect of the 
conditioning start. The other is how he felt afterward. Hours 
later, as he, McCormick and Yorke rejoined the Canes at 
United Center even before puck drop, the feedback was 
positive. 

"So far, so good. We'll see how it is tomorrow," Mrazek said 
on Thursday night. "This was a good step going forward. 
Hopefully it will be good, and I'll be ready to go soon." 

On Friday, Mrazek was back on PNC Arena ice taking shots 
once again, and a return to the crease for the Canes seems 
to be closer than ever. 

"Petr hasn't really said, 'Hey, I'm 100 percent ready to play,' 
so we'll wait and see. I think he is," head coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said in his Zoom availability on Friday. "I think 
that will be day-to-day. We'll monitor it as we go."
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Preview: Stars vs. Hurricanes 

Canes host Dallas to begin season-long, eight-game 
homestand 

By Michael Smith 

The Carolina Hurricanes open a season-long, eight-game 
homestand with a two-game series against the Dallas Stars. 

The Match-Up 

Dallas Stars (12-12-10, 34 points) vs. Carolina 
Hurricanes (24-8-3, 51 points) 

Saturday, April 3, 7 p.m. 

Watch: Bally Sports South, FOX Sports GO 

Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
app 

Tracking the Storylines 

Home Cooking: Of the Canes' remaining 21 games in the 
regular season, 13 will be played at PNC Arena, beginning 
with the team's longest homestand of the season that will 
see the Canes play eight straight games at home over a 15-
day stretch. The Canes are 11-1-3 at home this season, a 
points percentage of .833 that ranks second in the NHL. 

"It's great, I'll be honest with you. This year feels really weird. 
It feels like we've had a lot of road time," head coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said on Friday. "It's all about getting ready, but 
it's nice not being in hotels and stuff to refresh that way." 

Managing the Load: With Thursday's game in Chicago, the 
Canes kicked off the final month-and-a-half of the regular 
season, during which the team is scheduled to play 22 
games in 40 days, or one game every 1.82 days. It's going to 
be a grueling stretch run of the season, with the Canes still 
eyeing a first-place finish in the Central Division. 

"We haven't practiced very much. We've had a lot of 
meetings virtually. That's our practice," Brind'Amour said. 

"It's not physically as demanding as people think. It's the 
mental stuff to get ready to play a game, a lot of mental 
energy that has to go in it. When you're at the rink every day 
grinding, that takes a toll. That's the stuff you have to 
manage." 

The Opposition 

Last five games: 2-1-2, 6 points 
On the road: 5-6-3, 13 points 
CAR vs. DAL: 4-0-0 
Leading scorer: Joe Pavelski, 34 points (15g, 19a) in 34 
games 

Though they sit in seventh place in the Central Division, the 
Stars are only five points out of a playoff spot - and they 
have four games in hand. Those games in hand only mean 
something if the Stars win them, of course, but it's not 
inconceivable to imagine last year's Western Conference 
champions making a late push for the postseason. The Stars 
earned three of a possible four points in Nashville, the 
beginning of a six-game road trip that ends in Chicago next 
week. 

The Last Meeting 

The Canes earned their fourth win in as many games against 
the Stars this season with a 4-3 shootout decision in Dallas 
on Feb. 13. Though the Stars erased a 3-1 deficit in the third 
period to force extra hockey, the Canes recovered in the 
shootout, as Alex Nedeljkovic stopped all three shooters he 
faced, and Vincent Trocheck netted the deciding goal. 

"You look at the skill on our team. It translates pretty good to 
overtime and the shootout. You ask any guy in our room, and 
we want to finish it before that," said Jordan Martinook, 
whose late goal in the second period tied the game at one. 
"It's definitely nice to get that extra point. It's nice to have the 
skilled guys go out there and do their thing."
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NHL Rookie Notebook: Tolvanen helping drive Predators' recent run 

By Emily Sadler 

Every week throughout the 2020-21 season, we're 
highlighting a handful of rookie performances and milestones 
from around the league. 

Tolvanen helping drive Predators' recent run 

The Nashville Predators closed out the month of March with 
a six-game win streak that saw them jump from sure 
deadline sellers to... well, we're not totally sure just yet. What 
we do know is that there's a rookie at the centre of this club's 
recent success: Eeli Tolvanen. The 21-year-old scored at 
least a point in all six of those Nashville victories, tallying 
three goals and nine points during that stretch. Two of his 
goals were game-winners. 

Tolvanen's six-game point streak ended on Thursday night 
against the Dallas Stars. It marks the longest point streak by 
a rookie so far this season and falls just one game shy of 
matching the franchise record held by Filip Forsberg, who in 
2014-15 put on a real show with seven goals and 13 points 
in a seven-game stretch. 

In 29 games this season, Tolvanen has registered a total of 
nine goals and 18 points, including five power-play markers, 
10 power-play points, three game-winning goals and one OT 
winner. Those power-play figures lead all rookies this year, 
and his 14 points within March ranked second among first-
year skaters. 

Selected 30th overall by the Predators back in 2017, 
Tolvanen's development has been a topic of much 
discussion in Nashville. But it's clear the patient approach — 
taken both by the team and the player — is now beginning to 
pay off, with Tolvanen's arrival coming at the best possible 
time for Nashville as the club embarks on what's expected to 
be a retooling of the roster. 

Can Stars' Robertson extend red-hot March stats into April? 

Speaking of streaking, the Stars — who put an end to 
Nashville's win streak on Thursday — have a red-hot rookie 
of their own who's now put together a three-game goal 
streak. 

Forward Jason Robertson, who we wrote about last week, 
has been excellent this season, not just writing his name into 
the Calder Trophy conversation but making it bold and 
underlining it, too. 

No rookie had more points than Robertson in the month of 
March with 16 (five goals and 11 assists), and as the Stars 
try to climb out of seventh in the Central and into contention, 
Robertson's offensive efforts will surely factor into any 
success. Overall, Robertson has eight goals and 23 points in 
29 games for second place among all first-year players 
league-wide. 

Kaprizov hits 30 

Robertson is now seven points away from catching rookie 
scoring leader Kirill Kaprizov, whose remarkable freshman 
campaign with the Minnesota Wild has seen him tally 13 
goals and 30 points in 35 games. 

Nedeljkovic named top rookie of March 

March brought plenty of rookie success, as evidenced by the 
three skaters we highlighted above, but it's goaltender Alex 
Nedeljkovic who took home the NHL's rookie-of-the-month 
honours thanks to his breakout play for the Carolina 
Hurricanes. 

The 25-year-old has finally emerged as the solid netminder 
the franchise believed he could be when they drafted him in 
the second round of 2014, and it couldn't have come at a 
better time for the team with starter Petr Mrazek dealing with 
a long-term injury for the past two months. 

Nedeljkovic started eight games in March (two more than 
teammate James Reimer) and finished the month with a 6-1-
1 record, a 1.85 goals-against average and a .934 save 
percentage. In 13 starts this season, he's posted a .927 save 
percentage and 2.05 GAA — both stats have him atop the 
rookie rankings among all first-year goalies with a minimum 
of 10 appearances this year. 

The Hurricanes' crease now brings some intrigue, with 
Carolina GM Don Waddell telling The Athletic's Sara Civian 
last week that "if we’re gonna do something at the trade 
deadline, maybe one of the chips is one of our goalies. I 
can’t say which one. It depends." 

Once Mrazek returns, the club will have three goalies. All 
three are on expiring deals, with Mrazek and Reimer 
currently set to be UFAs. 

"I think as you look at the way the schedule is and, hopefully 
going deep in the playoffs, you’d think you’d want to have 
three goalies," Waddell went on to tell Civian. "So I think this 
is a good problem to have, and we’ll find a way to keep three 
goalies on the roster if we need to." 

Stanley's patience pays off with gorgeous first goal 

Winnipeg Jets defenceman Logan Stanley makes his 
presence known every time he's on the ice. The six-foot-
seven rookie rearguard has been getting better and better all 
season, and considering how often we've seen that booming 
shot of his, it was only a matter of time before he'd be 
rewarded on the score sheet. 

Well, that reward finally came last Saturday night with a 
gorgeous bar-down beauty of a goal against the Calgary 
Flames. His first career NHL goal came on his 36th shot of 
the season, in his 23rd career NHL game: 

With a shot quality (and quantity) like that, it feels like we're 
in for plenty more goals from Stanley.
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He said it: Rod Brind’Amour on upcoming homestand 

Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind’Amour spoke with the 
media via Zoom Friday. 

By Andrew Schnittker  

Starting Saturday, the Carolina Hurricanes will have a big 
opportunity to bank some points with an eight-game 
homestand.  

Rod Brind’Amour spoke to the media before Friday’s limited 
practice, here’s a full breakdown of everything he had to say:  

On if he’s figured out how he’ll handle the three-goalie 
situation: No, not yet. [Petr Mrazek] hasn’t really said ‘Hey, 
I’m 100% ready to play.’ We’ll wait and see. I think he is, but 
I want to make sure that I have a good conversation with 
him, which I haven’t had yet. He’s going on the ice right now, 
so I think that’ll be day to day, to be quite honest with you. 
We’ll just kind of monitor it as we go. But I don’t have an 
update for you right now.  

On Vincent Trocheck: He’s been great. I said that after the 
first game, I thought it didn’t look like he missed anything. 
And obviously yesterday he was a difference maker. It’s a, I 
don’t want to say pleasant surprise, because I think we 
expect that out of him now, but just the fact that he had been 
out so long, that was impressive.  

On being at home: It’s great, I’ll be honest with you. This 
year just feels really weird. It feels like we’ve had a lot of 
road time. I don’t know if guys look ahead that much. I don’t 
look ahead too much. The games just keep coming, so it’s all 
about getting ready. But I think it’s just nice to not be in 
hotels and stuff, to kind of refresh that way.  

On managing the load on the players with a lot of games 
down the stretch: That’s what we’re doing now, to be honest. 
We’ve been doing that for the last couple weeks. We haven’t 
practiced very much. We’ve had a lot of meetings virtually 
and that’s our practice. That’s kind of what we did today. It’s 
not physically as demanding as people think. It’s the mental 
stuff. To get ready to play a game is a lot of mental energy 
that has to go into it. When you’re at the rink every day 
grinding, that takes a toll. So that’s the stuff you have to 
manage. And obviously the games, when they’re stacked in, 
that does take a toll, especially on certain players who play a 
really heavy game and heavy minutes. So all that has to get 
taken into consideration. That’s what we’re trying to manage.  

On banking some points in the homestand: It’s crucial. Home 
away, it doesn’t matter. We’re in a fight every night to get 
those points. Certainly just because we’re home, it doesn’t 
mean we’ll be taking a breath, taking our foot off the gas or 
any of that. That’s not it at all. We want to focus on tomorrow 
and then the next game. It’s not an eight-game or whatever it 
is homestand that we’re looking at. We just have to stay in 
the moment and try to put our best foot forward every night. 

On Teuvo Teravainen’s situation: It was concerning from the 
minute that he had the injury, came back and then got out 
again. Something wasn’t right, and then the fact that it’s gone 
this long is definitely concerning. It’s a tough injury. Nobody 
really has a handle on it. Hopefully he turns the corner. He’s 
going to go out and skate this morning. I don’t know what to 
tell you on that. It’s a tough one. We need him in the lineup, 
for sure.
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Carolina Hurricanes vs. Dallas Stars: Game Preview 

The Hurricanes look to make it 5-0-0 against the Stars this 
season. 

By Sarah.A  

Carolina Hurricanes (24-8-3) vs. Dallas Stars (12-12-10) 

2021 Regular Season Game 36 
Saturday, April 3, 2021 - 7 p.m. ET 
PNC Arena — Raleigh, NC 

Watch: Bally Sports South, NHL Network 
Listen: 99.9 The Fan 

SBN Opposition: Defending Big D 

Follow Canes Country on Social Media 

Twitter @CanesCountry 
Facebook Canes Country 
Instagram @canescountrypix 

The Carolina Hurricanes head back to Raleigh on the high of 
a last-minute win against Chicago, which has to be a great 
note on which to begin a lengthy homestand. Tonight’s game 
against the Dallas Stars is the first of eight consecutive 
games at home. While the Stars are attempting to chase 
down a playoff spot, the Hurricanes are looking to put more 
distance between themselves and the rest of the pack who 
are chasing after them. 

Picking up points against the Hurricanes might be a tough 
order for the Stars, however: they are winless against the 
Hurricanes in four tries this season. The journey for the Stars 
has been a bit of a roller coaster as of late, with Dallas 
squandering points against teams they need to beat if they 
want to stay in the race.  

The Stars, who haven’t won consecutive games since their 
four-game winning streak to start the season, are coming off 
a strong performance against the Nashville Predators, in a 
game where the Stars’ offense finally started to show some 
more convincing signs of life.  

A healthy, high-octane Stars team isn’t exactly great news, 
so the Hurricanes’ defense will need to be on their best 
behavior. Let’s look at how the teams match up:  

Vital Statistics 

Category Hurricanes Stars 

Record 24-8-3 12-12-10 

Goals/Game 3.23 2.77 

Goals Against/Game 2.51 2.56 

Shots/Game 31.80 29.82 

Face Off Win % 54.2% 50.7% 

Category Hurricanes Stars 

Power Play % (Rank) 29.6% (1st) 24.6% (8th) 

Penalty Kill % (Rank) 82.9% (7th) 76.7% (22nd) 

ES Corsi For % 53.30% 53.26% 

ES PDO 100.79 99.81 

PIM/Game 07:15 07:58 

Goaltender #1 

Category James Reimer Anton Khudobin 

Record 14-4-1 7-9-4 

Save % 0.905 .908 

GAA 2.71 2.48 

Goaltender #2 

Category Alex Nedeljkovic Jake Oettinger 

Record 8-3-2 5-3-6 

Save % .927 .909 

GAA 2.05 2.34 

Game Notes 

 With Petr Mrazek nearing a return for the 
Hurricanes, there are questions about how the 
Hurricanes wil share the crease, but Alex 
Nedeljkovic’s he picked up some honors en route, 
earning a nod for Rookie of the Month in March, 
where he went 6-1-1 in his appearances. 
Regardless of what happens next for Nedeljkovic, 
he’s shown that he can stand on his own in the 
NHL.  

 In four games against the Stars this season, the 
Hurricanes have scored 17 goals to the Stars’ 10, 
with two of the wins coming in shootouts. Aside 
from the first game, a 4-1 win for the Hurricanes, 
the rest of the matchups have been closely 
contested affairs. 

 The Stars are still inundated with injuries: Joel 
Hanley, Joel Kiviranta and Alexander Radulov are 
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more recent additions, while Ben Bishop and Tyler 
Seguin have yet to play this year.  

 Sidelined by off-season surgery, it’s been a long 
road back for Seguin. He is expected to begin 
practicing in a few weeks, so the Hurricanes may 
have to face him eventually, but that’s a problem for 
Future Carolina.  

 If you’re on Jordan Staal’s 1000th Game watch, the 
clock is ticking: he’s sitting on 994 right now.  

 Dougie Hamilton’s points streak may have been 
snapped, or maybe it just took a brief hiatus. He 
registered two assists against Chicago, and his next 
goal will be his 100th career goal.  

 In case you missed it, Fox Sports Carolinas is now 
Bally Sports Southwest. Enjoy your new sports 
branding, folks!

 

 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250389936.html 

https://theathletic.com/2494228/2021/04/02/nhl-power-rankings-on-good-friday-weve-got-a-new-lone-team-at-no-1/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/how-to-watch-canes-games-on-bally-sports-south-tv/c-323154536 

https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/petr-mrazek-nearing-return-after-conditioning-start-with-wolves/c-323196888 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-dallas-stars-carolina-hurricanes/c-323198274 

https://www.sportsnet.ca/nhl/article/team-usa-2022-olympic-roster-trade-deadline-toronto-maple-leafs-quick-shifts/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/2/22364205/carolina-hurricanes-petr-mrazek-rod-brindamour-vincent-trocheck-teuvo-teravainen 

https://www.canescountry.com/2021/4/3/22364988/carolina-hurricanes-vs-dallas-stars-game-preview-broadcast-how-to-watch 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1207435 Dallas Stars 

 

Riley Damiani started his AHL career with a bang, and the Dallas Stars 
have taken notice 

 

By Matthew DeFranks 

12:56 PM on Apr 2, 2021 CDT 

 

When he was named the AHL’s Rookie of the Month on Thursday, Stars 
prospect Riley Damiani was busy shooting an 80 on the golf course. 

Some guys just have it. 

Damiani, the Stars’ fifth-round pick in 2018, has started his AHL career 
with a bang, entering the weekend tied for second in the league in both 
points (23) and assists (17). The 21-year-old has cracked the scoresheet 
in 13 of the 17 games he’s played and had his five-game multi-point 
streak snapped on Wednesday night. 

“This wasn’t just a five-game swing or whatever,” Stars assistant general 
manager Scott White said. “He’s been really steady and impactful, 

whether he’s scoring or not. Obviously, the scoring helps, but he’s been 
good. He’s got a good brain, his instincts are very good.” 

Damiani has been the engine for Texas’ offense this season, along with 
linemate Adam Mascherin, who also has 23 points and is second in the 
AHL with 11 goals. Texas coach Neil Graham has put Damiani on the top 
line with Mascherin and Nick Baptiste while recently moving him to the 
top power play unit manned by Thomas Harley. 

“He’s done a great job of putting me in a position to be successful,” 
Damiani said. “I think he’s got trust in me to create offense and make 
plays and play the offensive side of the puck, whereas in junior I had 
responsibility to play more on the D side of the puck.” 

He had two goals in his pro debut on Feb. 5 in Iowa and recorded his first 
hat trick on March 13 against Colorado. 

“He understands the game, he understands spatial awareness on the 
ice,” Graham said. “He’s responsible on the defensive side and his vision 
offensively is very good and he sees the game exceptionally well. 

“If he has the puck in the o-zone, he knows where guys are really in the 
whole zone. If he doesn’t have the puck, he knows a good area to get to 
where the puck may go next. Defensively, he uses the same mindset in 
the d-zone where he’s responsible. He understands what the other 
team’s trying to do, so he’s usually in a pretty good position on the D side 
of the puck.” 
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On a couple plays on the power play this year, Damiani sent no-look 
passes to teammates at the net-front. On other plays, he’s feeding a 
cutter from behind the net. He sees the lanes that barely crack open, and 
he hustles back on defense if they do close. 

Damiani is undersized at 5-10 and 173 pounds, but his hockey mind 
makes up for it. 

“Where some guys might use their size to gain space, he doesn’t 
necessarily have that, but he’s got a really good brain,” White said. “Most 
of the time, the brain over size wins.” 

Damiani said: “It’s definitely a faster game, a tougher game. Guys are a 
lot bigger, faster, stronger, but it’s also the same game I’ve played my 
whole life and I can’t really get away from that.” 

Stars general manager Jim Nill said Damiani profiles as a center in the 
NHL and that he “plays with a fire in his belly. You combine that with his 
skill level, it’s a pretty good combination.” 

In the offseason, Damiani worked closely with Stars player development 
coordinator Rich Peverley. The two were on the ice together sometimes 
in Guelph, Ontario, as Peverley helped Damiani find ice during pandemic 
restrictions. 

In Cedar Park, Damiani has found a familiar roommate in rookie 
defenseman Dawson Barteaux. They roomed together three times before 
at the U17 Hockey Canada camp, U17 Hockey Canada tournament and 
U18 selection camp. Then the Stars drafted both of them. 

“Right away, I shot him a text and just said ‘There’s no way we can’t live 
together’ because we’re basically living together at these events for two, 
three weeks at a time,” Damiani said. “There was never any issue, no 
conflict, no problems. He’s just a real, easy-going guy. It works out really 
well.” 

What’s next for Damiani? 

Graham and White both said they’d like to see him gain more experience 
and physically mature since he just turned 21 two weeks ago. But if 
Dallas fades at the end of the season, or suffers more injuries, might 
Damiani get a call to the NHL? 

“Right now, Riley’s in a good spot,” Nill said. “He’s playing lots. He’s 
playing 18-20 minutes a night. He’s having success. It’s his first year pro, 
so to come up here, sit on the taxi squad, right now, we’d rather him 
playing hockey. 

“If we get any more injuries and we have to add to that taxi squad and 
make changes, he’s definitely in the mix. He’s deserved that.” 
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Stars prospect update: How Adam Mascherin, Riley Tufte, Ben Gleason 
and Thomas Harley are performing in the AHL 

 

By Matthew DeFranks 

11:41 AM on Apr 2, 2021 CDT 

 

Adam Mascherin didn’t play hockey at all in 2020. In 2021, he’s making 
up for lost time. 

Mascherin, the 22-year-old Stars forward prospect, has opened the AHL 
season on a tear, entering the weekend tied for second in the league in 
points (23) and goals (11). During Wednesday’s loss to Iowa, Mascherin 
tallied a Texas record 12 shots on goal and his 58 shots are 11th in the 
AHL. 

Mascherin’s last game of the 2019-20 season came on Dec. 28, when he 
injured himself in a fight. He would have been on track to return before 
the end of the season, but then the coronavirus pandemic ended those 
plans. As a result, Mascherin went 13 months without playing hockey. 

The first six months were spent rehabbing his shoulder. The rest of the 
time was spent refining his game, from dropping weight from 208 pounds 
to 190-195 pounds and working on shooting techniques with players like 
Mitch Marner and Anthony Cirelli. 

On opening night, Mascherin had a four-point game in Iowa. 

“I think that really settled me in and it’s like ‘OK, I had 13 months off but I 
can still kind of do this,’” Mascherin said. “Just a little breather for me.” 

Mascherin has found chemistry with linemate and former junior hockey 
teammate Riley Damiani (who is also tied for second in the AHL with 23 
points, leading all rookies). But he’s also found ways to be quicker and 
more explosive. 

“We talked him very early in camp about digging his feet and moving 
before making plays,” Texas coach Neil Graham said. “We talked about 
any time he has the puck, we don’t want him to look for a play first. We 
want to at least take 3-5 hard strides, get moving and then look for a 
play. He has totally embraced that and then some. He’s cutting back in 
the o-zone.” 

Graham said Mascherin is cutting back in the offensive zone, creating 
separation on defensemen and using that time and space to manufacture 
offense. Mascherin feels the difference in his game when he’s able to 
find space and not be under duress when making plays. 

“I think a knock on me in the past has been my skating or my 
explosiveness,” Mascherin said. “Our coaches pulled me aside early on 
in the season and kind of gave me a tip on how to change that. It 
resonated with me and it’s done wonders for my entire game, offensively 
and defensively. When you’re moving your feet and you’re hard to catch, 
you have more time and space to make plays. The rest of my skillset has 
flourished since I’ve been moving my feet more.” 

Stars assistant general manager and Texas general manager Scott 
White: “I think he’s just playing with good pace, he’s playing quicker and 
he’s playing smarter.” 

The opening night performance was also quite the difference from a 
season prior. Mascherin opened the 2019-20 season goalless in his first 
18 games, a stretch he’s never endured before and one that led to a 
disappointing four-goal season. 

“That was a pretty big mental battle within myself, and then the injury,” 
Mascherin said. “So it was kind of a tough year last year.” 

Mascherin is two years older than Damiani, but the two played on the 
same line in the Ontario Hockey League with Kitchener in 2016-17. Four 
years later, the chemistry is back. 

“He’s always yelling,” Damiani said. “That’s the thing, he’s a very loud 
guy on the ice. I think the whole rink can hear him, I don’t know how they 
can’t. If I don’t hear him, he’ll let me know and he holds me accountable 
for times when I don’t see him and I don’t make the play.” 

As a result of his play with Damiani, his slimmed down figure, his skating 
adjustment and confidence built on opening night, Mascherin has been a 
force for the Stars. 

“I feel like I can benefit from being healthy [now],” Mascherin said. “Even 
though I had no issues [to start last season], I didn’t feel like I was in the 
best shape to perform well. Now that I’ve got my off-ice dialed in, I feel 
good.” 

Tufte the killer 

Former first-round pick Riley Tufte has become a key penalty killer for 
Texas in the last two seasons. This season, Tufte and Josh Melnick have 
formed one of the three most-used forward pairs on the PK and Tufte has 
only been on the ice for two power-play goals against. 
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“He’s been very good in making his reads in the forecheck, making his 
reads in-zone,” Graham said. “I think it’s a combination of speed, reach, 
wingspan. He might close down a lane twice as fast as a player that 
didn’t have that size and reach.” 

Tufte has shown the ability to kill penalties by breaking up a play or 
winning a board battle, then carrying the puck into the offensive zone to 
milk the clock. Even at even-strength, much of Tufte’s offensive 
production has started in the defensive zone. 

Graham said Tufte’s offense is at his best when he’s driving pucks wide 
and cutting it, in addition to working below the goalline. 

“That’s the biggest challenge is forcing yourself or finding ways to get into 
those areas,” Graham said. “Because when he’s in those areas, good 
things happen for him.” 

Because of his size (6-6) and his draft status, Tufte should get a shot in 
the NHL at some point, but most likely as a bottom-six winger. 

Gleason’s all-around game 

Defenseman Ben Gleason prowess and creativity on the offensive side of 
the puck has never been in question, and this year, he’s combined that 
with more defensive responsibility. 

“He’s a dynamic player,” Graham said. “He has great edges, he has good 
hands. He can make plays and what I’ve liked is he’s made the easy play 
when it’s there. When you do that over and over again, then your skill is 
going to shine through and, all of a sudden, the big play opens up.” 

He’s been dangerous exiting his own zone and has been unafraid to join 
the rush and drive the net. Gleason has primarily played on the second 
pairing with Jerad Rosburg, and has quarterbacked the second power 
play unit. He has nine points in 18 games with a plus-8 rating. 

“His commitment to trying to be a better overall defenseman is there 
without sacrificing the offensive ability that he has,” White said. “I like his 
consistency in his game.” 

Harley’s March 

Prospect Thomas Harley began the season with seven points in his first 
eight AHL games before hitting a rut in which he had one point in seven 
games. In Texas’ last four games, Harley has three points. 

“The experience he gets daily is huge and that’s accelerating his 
development and allowing him to get closer to the NHL,” White said. 
“That’s all good. I think he started really well, then I think some tape got 
out on him around the league and probably garnered a little more 
attention from the other team other they determined that this guy can 
move around the rink pretty well. I think he had a little bit of a lull, but 
now, I think he’s starting to find it again.” 

Here are some notable plays from Harley during March, from leading the 
rush and backchecking after doing so, possessing the puck in the 
offensive zone, handling the puck in the defensive zone and protecting 
the net-front. 
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In North Dakota’s Jordan Kawaguchi, the Dallas Stars added one of the 
top players in college hockey 

 

By Matthew DeFranks 

11:27 AM on Apr 2, 2021 CDT 

 

By signing Jordan Kawaguchi this week, the Stars added one of the best 
players in college hockey. 

Kawaguchi, 23, just finished his four-year NCAA career at the University 
of North Dakota, where he was a Hobey Baker finalist as a junior before 
finishing fourth in the country in scoring as a senior. Kawaguchi signed a 
one-year, entry-level contract with the Stars on Wednesday and has 
reported to AHL affiliate Texas. 

“There’s a lot of skill and good savvy in the offensive zone,” Stars 
assistant general manager Scott White said. “Now, it’s just using that skill 
and savvy and adjusting to the pace of the pro level. Jordan’s well aware 
of that, but I like how he plays the game. He’s got some skill.” 

Kawaguchi captained North Dakota in his final season, which ended over 
the weekend in a quintuple-overtime loss to Minnesota-Duluth. 
Kawaguchi scored the game-tying goal that sent the game to overtime. 

He is currently going through his quarantine in Cedar Park, and is 
expected to join Texas when it leaves for Colorado and San Jose on 
Monday. He played wing at the end of his college career and figures to 
join the Texas power play. 

“It’s crazy,” Kawaguchi said. “We went through a marathon game on 
Saturday night, lost that. It was a crazy feeling to really know that my 
college career was over. Had a day off to myself and then right into 
negotiations and talks. It’s been a crazy week, for sure. Now finishing it 
up in Texas. It’s been a wild last five or six days.” 

Kawaguchi, listed at 5-9 and 185 pounds, finished his college career with 
40 goals and 86 assists in 136 games. He described himself as “a smart 
player that create offense out of the corners from cycling,” and should 
bring instant creativity to the team’s prospect pool. 

Kawaguchi also overlapped with current Stars forward Rhett Gardner for 
two years at North Dakota. 

“He’s a skilled forward, but he plays with some grit in his game, for sure,” 
Gardner said. “Obviously, the last two years at school, he put up some 
pretty good numbers and took over a lot of games there. But I think his 
200-foot game is also really good. It’s exciting to have him in the 
organization. I was talking to him the other day and he’s pretty pumped 
up.” 

Since he went to college for four years, Kawaguchi is an older player. At 
23 years old, he instantly becomes one of the team’s oldest prospects 
(along with fellow college products Ryan Shea and Jerad Rasburg), but 
said he used his time in college to refine his game. 

“Being able to round out my game as a whole, defensively being able to 
be reliable in the d-zone,” Kawaguchi said. “Offensively, I feel like I’ve 
learned how to maneuver certain defensive zone coverages. Definitely 
changed.” 

Kawaguchi will graduate in May with a degree in marketing and will finish 
up his remaining two classes as a member of the Texas Stars. 
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Florida Panthers’ 3 Stars of the Month – March 2021 

 

April 2, 2021  

by Joey Ganzi 

 

The Florida Panthers suffered a massive slump in the month of March as 
it was riddled with injuries to top players, lineup shuffles, and even a 
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three-game losing streak. However, they still ended up tied for first place 
with the Tampa Bay Lightning in the Central DIvision entering April. This 
was in large part to their three stars that shined through last month. 

3rd Star: Jonathan Huberdeau 

Forward Jonathan Huberdeau played like the superstar he was supposed 
to be this past month and continues to show why he is one of the most 
underrated players in today’s NHL. Through 16 games played in March, 
he registered 17 points (6 goals, 11 assists). This brought his season 
total to 41 points (14 goals, 27 assists), making him sixth in the league in 
that department. 

In Aleksander Barkov’s absence, Huberdeau played a big role in 
stepping up to get his squad points. In the five games that Barkov 
missed, he tallied a total of three goals and three assists, including a 
three-point night against Dallas on March 28. His performance is going to 
be key in the postseason. 

2nd Star: Carter Verhaeghe 

Every time he stepped on the ice this season, forward Carter Verhaeghe 
shows how good of an acquisition was for the Panthers. 

Verhaeghe had an electric month with 16 points (10 goals, 6 assists) 
through 16 games. This also included a hat trick against the Dallas Stars 
on March 27 and a two-goal night on March 31 against the Detroit Red 
Wings. With that, Verhaeghe now leads the team in goals with 17, 16 of 
those being at even strength. Much like his teammate in Huberdeau, he 
played when it mattered after dealing with a shortened lineup due to 
injuries from Barkov and Aaron Ekblad. 

Carter Verhaeghe Florida Panthers 

As evident by his success, he was a fantastic under the radar signing by 
general manager Bill Zito at only $1 million per year for the next two 
years. Additionally, he has the same amount of goals as former Panther 
forwards Mike Hoffman and Evgenii Dadonov combined. During the 
offseason, their biggest worry was to replace them, and Zito may have 
done that with one guy. 

1st Star: Aleksander Barkov 

The captain, Aleksander Barkov, shows in every game he’s played why 
he’s one of the best centers in today’s NHL and now a Hart Trophy 
candidate. 

Through 9 of the 11 games he played through the month of March, he 
registered at least one point. Four of those games were multi-point nights 
for him. In addition, through that month, he piled up 16 points (5 goals, 11 
assists). Because of his success, he was recognized by the NHL as the 
Central Division’s Star of the Month. 

Despite missing the last five games of last month, Barkov managed to 
make a significant impact for the team. In addition, he currently is second 
on the team in points with 37 and assists with 24. It is clearly evident his 
teammates miss him on the ice. 

“He’s definitely a special player. I think he’s the best player in the world. 
He does so many things behind that nobody can see. He’s so valuable 
for us.” 

Sergei Bobrovsky on Aleksander Barkov 

He is due back during their weekend back-to-back against the Columbus 
Blue Jackets starting April 3. It will be just in time for a big playoff push. 

Will April Lead Them to Playoffs? 

April will be arguably the Panthers’ toughest month since February. They 
have to take on Carolina four times, Columbus four times, Tampa twice, 
Nashville twice and Chicago once, all of which are fighting for playoff 
contention. The Cats enter this month tied for first overall the NHL in 
points with 50 and tied for first in the Central Division with Tampa. If they 
want to enter the playoffs as the top seed in the division, they must be 
able to handle their next tough test. 
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Matt Kiersted ready for his shot with the Florida Panthers 

 

Published 13 hours ago on April 2, 2021 

By George Richards  

 

The newest member of the Florida Panthers is in such a hurry to join his 
new team, Matt Kiersted is already in town biding his time in Covid-19 
protocol. 

Kiersted, the highly-coveted defenseman out of North Dakota, signed a 
free agent deal with the Panthers on Thursday. 

By Friday morning, he was in a South Florida hotel wearing a Florida 
warmup jacket awaiting the next step of his career. 

It will start with the Panthers in Sunrise. 

“I think I will be having my debut here soon hopefully,” Kiersted said. “I 
can’t even put it into words how excited I am to do that. … I have 
obviously been (to Florida) a few times on vacation and stuff. This 
weather down here … I could get used to this.” 

When Kiersted clears in the coming days, he will join the Panthers either 
on the taxi squad (as newly-signed goalie Spencer Knight already has 
been) or on the main roster. 

According to Kiersted, the Panthers have told him he will be with the 
team for the remainder of the season. 

“I will have to prove my way, work my way into the lineup,” he said. “I 
don’t think they are just going to give me anything right away. I hope to 
show what I’ve got when I am able to practice with the guys, hopefully 
catch some attention and work my way into a roster spot. … 

“I’m ready to make the jump to the NHL. I went through the process last 
year and maybe had some doubts about being ready and went back to 
school for my senior year. Having that extra year to develop in college, 
now I think I’m ready to jump in and play in the NHL.” 

Kiersted played four seasons of high-end college hockey at North 
Dakota, so the Panthers may consider him already close to NHL ready. 

Either way, it sounds like he’s going to get a chance to show what he’s 
got. 

He obviously cannot wait to get started. 

“One of the reasons I signed with Florida was because of the type of 
system they play,” said Kiersted, the xx-year-old All-American who chose 
to sign with the Panthers over more than half of the other teams in the 
league. 

“They ask a lot of their d-men and in watching their games, you see their 
d-men producing, joining the rush and adding offense when they can. 
That’s what I hope to bring here. … With the season ending last 
Saturday, it has been a wild three or four days. There have been a lot of 
phone calls, there were a lot of teams to narrow down and it wasn’t easy. 
It was a tough process. It’s a good problem to have, I guess. I am happy 
with my decision with Florida. I couldn’t be happier to be here and am 
ready to join the group.” 

A native of Elk River, Minn., Kiersted definitely adds to the Panthers 
depth at the position, one that has become a bit of a logjam. 
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The Panthers have an obvious hole with the loss of Aaron Ekblad to 
season-ending surgery after he hurt his left leg Sunday in Dallas. 

Aaron Ekblad will miss rest of Panthers season with leg fracture 

While GM Bill Zito is believed to still be actively looking for a top-four 
defenseman, the addition of Kiersted is one that did not cost any future 
assets. 

“That was devastating,” Kiersted said of Ekblad’s injury. “I watched that 
and it was hard to see him go down, especially being he is such a big 
piece of this team. 

“That did open up some opportunity here in Florida at least the rest of 
this year anyway. That was in my thought process moving forward in 
picking Florida.” 

There are plenty of college players who have made the jump directly to 
the NHL in the past. 

Joe Nieuwendyk left Cornell as a junior in 1986, played in nine games 
with the Flames before joining them in the playoffs. He was the Calder 
Trophy winner the following season and helped the Flames win the 
Stanley Cup in 1989. 

In 2014, Johnny Gaudreau left Boston College to sign with Calgary and 
played in one game. 

The next season, however, he scored 24 goals and was a finalist for the 
Calder Trophy as rookie of the year. Ekblad beat him out for the award. 

So, there is precedence for a high-end college player joining a contender. 

If the Panthers think Kiersted is the goods, well, their track record of late 
has shown that he will get the opportunity to play. 

They probably sold him on that in the free agency process. 

But, he knows he had to prove his worth. 

“There is opportunity here and that’s what I was looking for,” Kiersted 
said. “This is the right place for me, I think I can get along with everyone 
here. It’s probably the best fit for me.” 

Kiersted went through a couple of drafts in which every team passed on 
him. 

At North Dakota, however, his game progressed to the point where he 
became one of the top collegiate players in the nation. 

He says being passed up has made him work that much harder. 

“Getting passed up for three years does not sit well,” he said. “You see 
your buddies getting drafted and you get passed up, it’s tough. The 
support around me was great. I just kept pushing through, the coaches at 
North Dakota helped me develop and this is a special feeling. … 

“Playing in North Dakota, I played against a lot of drafted players. You 
want to prove people wrong to a point, show that they made a mistake in 
passing you up. I definitely had a chip on my shoulder through junior and 
into college.” 

As for that picture of Kiersted wearing a Panthers jersey as a toddler, 
well, he said his mother Candace dug that up. 

He does not recall seeing it before she produced it and he tweeted it out 
after signing with the Panthers. 

The jersey was either a homage or a gift from former Panthers forward 
Mark Parrish, a friend of the family whom Kiersted credits with getting his 
older brother get into hockey. 

Kiersted will be getting the chance to wear his own updated Panthers 
sweater soon enough. 

“That picture was pretty funny when I saw it,” he said. “Kind of ironic for 
sure.” 
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How Michael Rasmussen, Givani Smith bring something different to 
Detroit Red Wings' rebuild 

 

HELENE ST. JAMES   

 

As the Detroit Red Wings round into the home stretch of another 
disappointing season, two big, young players inject hope into the future. 

The Wings face as tough a test as there is this weekend when they take 
on the defending Stanley Cup champion Tampa Bay Lightning in back-to-
back matinees. But the Wings come into the miniseries buoyed by a solid 
outing at the Florida Panthers that featured strong performances from a 
couple of younger potential rebuilding blocks. 

Michael Rasmussen and Givani Smith began the season with the Grand 
Rapids Griffins but are making cases for finishing it with the Wings. 
Rasmussen used his 6-foot-6 , 229-pound body to set up a goal in 
Thursday’s 3-2 overtime loss at the Panthers, and Givani Smith showed 
off his 6-2, 210-pound physique in two fights. 

“They’re using their big bodies, and that’s huge for this team,” veteran 
forward and alternate captain Luke Glendening said. “It’s huge for us 
right now, it’s huge for the Detroit Red Wings moving forward. It’s great to 
see these guys contributing the way they are and it’s exciting for the 
future.” 

Bye-bye Bert? Why Tyler Bertuzzi running out of time to rejoin the Wings 
this season  

This season hasn’t turned out as competitive as was hoped in January, 
before COVID–19 and injuries tore through the lineup. The Wings are 12-
21-5 with five weeks and 18 games remaining. But Rasmussen, a first-
round pick from 2017, looks like he’ll help turn things around down the 
road. In earning his fifth assist in 22 games, he battled to control the puck 
along the boards, fighting off a couple defenders to get the puck to 
Anthony Mantha. 

“I thought Ras has really taken steps,” coach Jeff Blashill said. “He did a 
really good job on the wall there and got his butt out and made himself 
big and strong. He seems to be gaining confidence. He’s good with the 
puck.” 

Rasmussen was called up the first week of the season to offset Robby 
Fabbri and Adam Erne entering COVID–19 protocol. Rasmussen was 
returned to the Griffins at the start of February, then recalled March 2. 

Smith, a second-round pick from 2016, is in his third stint. He endeared 
himself to teammates when he fought Riley Stillman in the opening 
minute of the third period, avenging a hit on captain Dylan Larkin. 

“It’s a testament to who Smitty is to step in there, after he’s already 
fought, to step in there on a high hit on Larks, stand up for a teammate,” 
Glendening said. “Smitty being in and out of the lineup, to come up and 
be, 'That’s my captain, I’m going to stand up for him.' That’s a testament 
to who Smitty is and it’s great for this team.” 

If that’s a role Smith can fill — letting opponents know they will pay for 
taking liberties with the Wings’ stars — he should have a job to keep. In 
the past, Mantha has fought, or attempted to fight, when he’s felt a 
teammate was mistreated, and it’s led to Mantha being sidelined with 
injuries. For Smith to do what he did showed another reason he was 
added to the lineups. 
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“When he’s in the O-zone, he’s a really good player because he’s really, 
really strong on the puck, he wins tons of pucks, he gets to the net front,” 
Blashill said. “I thought he was accountable the rest of the rink. If he can 
do that, if he can be solid on the wall on the breakouts and manage the 
puck in the neutral zone, he is going to be a good player.” 
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Red Wings' Adam Erne flourishing while earning bigger role 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit – The plan, at least early in the season, from coach Jeff Blashill to 
Adam Erne was direct and probably did not instill confidence. 

There would be no role on either specialty team, at least to start. You can 
expect to play in the bottom six forwards, and probably won't get a ton of 
ice time. Make the most of the time you do see. 

Implied: There are young forwards breathing down your neck. 

Coming off a poor season statistically, Erne could have been 
demoralized. Instead he took the challenge and is having a career best 
season in some regards.. 

“He’s earned any of the opportunities he’s gotten,” Blashill said. “He’s 
had to earn his ice time, I haven’t given it to him.” 

Erne, 25, tied his career-high by scoring his seventh goal Thursday in a 
3-2 overtime loss at Florida. Three of those goals have come on the 
power play, and five of his 11 points total have come on the unit. 

Those seven goals place Erne third on the team (along with Bobby 
Ryan). Anthony Mantha and Robby Fabbri lead with 10 goals apiece. 

How did the Wings decide to put Erne on the power play? 

He filled in for an injured player one day in practice, and looked so good 
the coaching staff decided to keep him there. 

“He’s earned more and more ice time as we’ve gone along,” Blashill said. 
“He’s got on the power play as guys were out and he did a good job with 
it, so he stayed on the power play and he’s earned it.” 

For a player who has relied on determination more than pure skill, Erne is 
relishing the fact he’s carved out a spot in the lineup. 

“I pride myself on my work ethic,” Erne said. “Our line is doing well 
together (Darren Helm, Luke Glendening), and we all pride ourselves on 
work ethic in practices and games. It feels good that it’s paying off for all 
of us. 

“I knew going into this year that last year, statistically (two goals, five 
points in 56 games) was not a great year for anybody, especially for 
myself. I don’t know what everyone else thought I was going to do, but I 
knew I needed to prove that I belonged.” 

In their preseason meeting, Erne said Blashill wanted to put him, 
Glendening and Helm together and was hoping the line would click. 

“It kind of worked out that way,” Erne said. “He said I wasn’t probably 
going to start on special teams and I’d have to earn what I got." 

A bruising 6-foot-1, 212-pounder who can play a physical game, but has 
the instincts and ability to be effective offensively, Erne has become 
more of the player the Wings envisioned when they acquired him from 
Tampa for a fourth-round pick in 2019. 

 “Adam has always been a guy who works extremely hard,” Glendening 
said. “He’s physical. He skates super well. But it’s great to see him 
putting the puck in the net. You can see his confidence on the ice. He’s 
hanging onto the puck and making plays. 

“Just because he’s scoring goals doesn’t take away from the player he 
was. But it’s an added dimension when he’s putting the puck into the net 
like he is this year.” 

The adjustment of coming to a new team and never getting into an 
offensive rhythm while dealing with injuries contributed to Erne's downfall 
last season. 

Now with an expanding role, and playing with confidence, Erne has 
become a different player. 

"Blash is giving me a role on this team and I'm just running with it," Erne 
said. "I really enjoy playing with Glenny and Helmer. We play a similar 
game and that's keeping it simple and consistent every night. I'm just 
trusting my game and sticking to it night after night." 

That confidence is showing on the offensive end, and especially on the 
power play. Erne is playing the bumper role, in the middle area in the 
slot, and utilizing Michael Rasmuseen at the net-front and quick passes 
from the flanks. 

"As the coach trusts you a little more, you kind of understand what he's 
expecting from you and I feel he's given me a little bit of leash to not be 
afraid to make some plays as long they're not stupid turnovers," Erne 
said. "I found the ability to make some plays and not just grind every 
shift, and be able to create more offense." 

The Wings are in Tampa for a two-game weekend series beginning 
Saturday. Erne - who was drafted by the Lightning - is playing some of 
his best hockey since being traded from Tampa to Detroit. He isn't 
looking too far ahead. 

"That was a team that put up five or six goals a night and a team that 
scored at will," said Erne of his time in Tampa. "This is a team (the 
Wings) that every goal we score we seem to have to work for it. It's 
definitely a little different.  

"But I'm just trying to go one game at a time. I'm just pushing forward. 
The more you play the better you play. I'm sure most guys feel the same 
way." 
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Red Wings place forward Evgeny Svechnikov on waivers 

 

TED KULFAN   | The Detroit News 

 

Detroit — Red Wings fans on social media are about to become enraged. 

The Wings waived forward Evgeny Svechnikov Friday for the second 
time this season. 

After Svechnikov played his 10th game on Thursday, the Wings were 
required to waive him again in order to have the flexibility to assign 
Svechnikov to the taxi squad or send him to Grand Rapids. 

Svechnikov, 24, was a 2015 first-round draft pick who has yet to firmly 
cement himself on the roster — although Wings fans feel he has been 
good enough, or simply hasn’t received a fair shot. 

Svechnikov has three goals and two assists and has been conspicuous 
certain evenings, less so during others. 
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He cleared waivers earlier this season. Teams have until noon Saturday 
to claim Svechnikov this time around. 
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Red Wings waive Evgeny Svechnikov for second time 

 

Updated Apr 02, 2021; Posted Apr 02, 2021 

By Ansar Khan | akhan1@mlive.com 

 

Evgeny Svechnikov has had a few good games and impactful moments 
in his brief time with the Detroit Red Wings this season, but not enough 
to be firmly established on the roster. 

The Red Wings waived the 24-year-old forward for the second time this 
season on Friday. This gives them the flexibility of assigning Svechnikov 
to the taxi squad or the AHL Grand Rapids Griffins if they choose to do 
so. 

Svechnikov, the club’s top pick in 2015 (19th overall), cleared waivers 
before the season. After he played 10 NHL games, the Red Wings 
needed to waive him again before assigning him to the taxi squad or 
Grand Rapids. 

Svechnikov has until noon Saturday to clear. 

He has three goals and two assists in 10 games, averaging 10:46 in ice 
time. 
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Red Wings improve defensively heading to Tampa Bay, where they’ve 
struggled for a decade 

 

Updated Apr 02, 2021; Posted Apr 02, 2021 

By Ansar Khan | akhan1@mlive.com 

 

The Detroit Red Wings were much better defensively Thursday than two 
nights before. 

It netted them only one point after the Florida Panthers prevailed 3-2 in 
overtime at the BB&T Center. 

They will need to be even tighter this weekend in Tampa Bay to get two 
points, something that has eluded them for more than a decade. 

The Lightning have dominated Detroit like no other team, winning 19 of 
the past 21 games between the clubs. Amalie Arena, where the Red 
Wings play Saturday (1 p.m., Bally Sports Detroit) and Sunday (noon, 
NBC) has been a particularly tough venue. The Red Wings have lost 16 
consecutive regular season games in Tampa Bay, dating back to Feb. 
17, 2011, including the past 15 in regulation. 

The reigning Stanley Cup champion Lightning are tied for first overall in 
the league with Florida. 

The Panthers kept pace when Alex Wennberg scored at 1:25 of OT, 
blasting a one-timer past Thomas Greiss to send the Red Wings (12-21-
4) to their seventh road loss in a row (0-6-1). 

“I don’t want to talk about moral victories because we still lost the game,” 
Luke Glendening said. “But I thought we worked hard tonight. We did 
more things right. Greisser was really good for us, gave us a chance. 

“Unfortunately, we didn’t get the result we were looking for, but it’s 
headed in the right direction for sure. … I wish it didn’t have to be after a 
bad effort (4-1 loss Tuesday) that we would come back and play well.” 

The Lightning (25-9-2) are second in the NHL in goals per game (3.50) 
and power-play percentage (27.6), despite playing all season without one 
of their best players, Nikita Kucherov (hip surgery). 

“We’re going to have to play great defensively in Tampa,” Red Wings 
coach Jeff Blashill said. “They’re a really good, high-powered offensive 
team. You give yourself a chance to win every night when you play good 
defensively. We have to make sure we do a good job of trying to play in 
their end and play good defensively.” 

Erne ties career high 

Adam Erne opened the scoring at 4:21 of the first period, redirecting a 
slap-pass by Troy Stecher. 

It was Erne’s seventh goal, tying his career high set with Tampa Bay in 
2018-19. It ties him for third on the Red Wings with Bobby Ryan, behind 
only Robby Fabbri and Anthony Mantha (10 each). 

“Adam has always been a guy who works extremely hard,” Glendening 
said. “He’s physical. He skates super-well. But it’s great to see him 
putting the puck in the net. You can see his confidence on the ice. He’s 
hanging onto (the puck), making plays. Just because he’s scoring goals 
doesn’t take away from the player he was, but it’s an added dimension 
when he’s putting the puck in like he is this year.” 

Smith sticks up for teammates 

Givani Smith, recalled from Grand Rapids earlier in the week, fought 
twice. After scrapping with Ryan Lomborg in the first period, Smith 
sought out Riley Stillman in the third and traded punches, landing most of 
them. It was in response to Stillman’s hit on Dylan Larkin in the second 
period. 

“It’s a testament to who Smitty is,” Glendening said. “To step in there 
after he’s already fought, (after) a high hit on Larks, it was like, ‘That’s my 
captain. I’m going to stand up for him.’ It’s great for this team.” 

Blashill also was pleased with Smith’s play when he wasn’t fighting. 

“I thought Givani was real good,” Blashill said. “He had the two fights, 
that’s stepping up big-time, sticking up for your teammate in the second 
one. When he’s in the O-zone he’s a really good player, really strong on 
the puck. I thought he was accountable in the rest of the rink. 

“If he can be solid on the wall on the breakouts and manage the puck 
through the neutral zone, he’s going to be a good player.” 
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Red Wings fall to Panthers in overtime 

 

Updated Apr 01, 9:47 PM; Posted Apr 01, 9:45 PM 

By Ansar Khan | akhan1@mlive.com 
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Overtime has not been kind to the Detroit Red Wings. 

Alex Wennberg scored at 1:26 of OT Thursday to lift the Florida Panthers 
to a 3-2 victory over Detroit at BB&T Center. 

The Red Wings (12-21-5) played much better than they did two nights 
earlier, in what coach Jeff Blashill said was the team’s worst defensive 
performance of the season. But Detroit still lost its seventh in a row on 
the road (0-6-1). 

The Red Wings have dropped five in a row in overtime, after winning 
their first game that went into OT. 

Florida (24-9-4) has won four in a row and remains tied with Tampa Bay 
for the NHL lead with 52 points. 

These teams completed their season series with the Panthers winning 6-
of-8 games. 

Adam Erne and Anthony Mantha scored in regulation for the Red Wings. 
Patrik Nemeth assisted on both goals. Thomas Greiss made 33 saves 
but fell to 2-14-5 on the season. 

Mantha gave the Red Wings a 2-1 lead at 6:07 of the third period with his 
10th goal, tying Robby Fabbri for the team lead. 

Michael Rasmussen made it possible by winning a puck battle in the 
neutral zone and moving it ahead to Mantha, who corralled it at the 
Florida blue line. Mantha beat Anton Stralman to the net and snapped a 
shot past Chris Driedger. 

The Panthers made the Red Wings pay for the second of back-to-back 
penalties against Jon Merrill. Detroit killed the slashing call, but Frank 
Vatrano scored just six seconds into a delay of game penalty, after Merrill 
had flipped the puck over the glass. Vatrano blasted in a one-timer on a 
pass from Carter Verhaeghe shortly after a face-off win. 

The teams traded goals in the first period. 

Erne opened the scoring at 4:21 with a nice redirection in the slot from a 
slap-pass by Troy Stecher. It was Erne’s seventh goal, tying his career 
high set with Tampa Bay in 2018-19. 

Noel Acciari tied it at 11:55. Stationed at the net front, he banged in a 
pass from Verhaeghe. 

Givani Smith didn’t figure in the scoring but made his presence felt with 
his fists, getting in a pair of fights – against Ryan Lomborg in the first 
period and Riley Stillman in the third. 

The Red Wings wrap up their four-game Florida swing with matinee 
games at Tampa Bay on Saturday (1 p.m., Bally Sports Detroit) and 
Sunday (noon, NBC). 
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Red Wings focus on three keys in rematch against Florida 

 

Updated Apr 01, 1:10 PM; Posted Apr 01, 1:10 PM 

By Ansar Khan | akhan1@mlive.com 

 

The Detroit Red Wings have experienced several bad defensive games 
this season, none worse than Tuesday’s 4-1 loss at Florida, in coach Jeff 
Blashill’s estimation. 

Their objective in tonight’s rematch at BB&T Center (7 p.m., Bally Sports 
Detroit) is to respond like they did last weekend in a pair of victories vs. 
Columbus. 

That means a better start – they have fallen behind 4-0 and 3-0 in the 
first period of each of their past two losses. It means better puck 
management – giveaways led to all four Panthers goals on Tuesday. And 
it means winning more puck battles. 

“It all comes down to competitiveness, those 50-50 battles, those puck 
battles on the walls coming out of our zone and in the corners,” 
defenseman Jon Merrill said. “We have to do a better job of winning 
those and spending less time in our zone. Winning those battles, moving 
the puck up to the forwards and them winning their battles on the walls 
and transition quickly out of our end.” 

The Red Wings (12-21-4) have lost six in a row on the road, getting 
outscored 29-7. 

The Panthers (23-9-4) have won three in a row and are tied with Tampa 
Bay for the NHL lead with 50 points. 

This is the final game of the season series between the clubs, which 
Florida leads 5-2-0. 

“They’re a well-coached team. They’re all on the same page,” Merrill 
said. “When the pucks pop out of our zone, they’re ready to come down 
your throat quickly. Their D don’t waste any time, they pump it back up to 
their forwards and they’re right back down on you. They transition really 
well. They’re probably one of the best rush teams. They have some guys 
who can make space for themselves off the rush, hit late guys, make 
some plays. 

“It’s something we want to eliminate, their rush game. We want to grind 
them in the offensive zone, so they don’t have the energy to get up the 
ice and play off the rush.” 

After a day off Wednesday, Blashill said he expects his team to come out 
with more energy tonight. 

“Some teams can not be at their best and win – for us to win when we’re 
not at our best, we have to be great defensively and manage the puck 
and not give up anything easily,” Blashill said. 

“Ultimately, it’s understanding when you can make a play and when you 
can’t, when you can attack and when you can live another day. When 
you’re a young, skilled forward you want to attack all the time, try to force 
things that aren’t there. Sometimes when the game is going the wrong 
way you try to attack more and it actually makes it worse, where 
sometimes you just have to stay patient.” 

Blashill said forwards Bobby Ryan and Sam Gagner remains out with 
injuries that are day-to-day. 

Jonathan Bernier took part in the pregame skate today and will practice 
Friday as he nears a return from a lower-body injury. 

Bertuzzi progresses, but … 

Tyler Bertuzzi made the trip and has skated three of the past four days 
but hasn’t resumed practicing. Blashill said it’s uncertain when he will be 
cleared to practice. He has been out since Jan. 30 with an upper-body 
injury (not a concussion). 

“That’s some progress. Where that goes from here, I just don’t know,” 
Blashill said. “Depends on how it constantly feels after workouts and 
skates. He had moments where we thought it was inching closer and 
then took steps backwards. In the last week he seems to be progressing 
in the right direction. What that means, I don’t know. 

“He’s been a long time out. We’re starting to run out of runway, so we’ll 
see where that goes.” 

Blashill said after Bertuzzi is cleared to practice, he will need at least a 
week before he can play. 
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“He hasn’t been able to do much at all,” Blashill said. 
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The Athletic / Duhatschek notebook: Why trade deadline sellers should 
acquire late picks, the Calder race and more 

 

Eric Duhatschek  

Apr 2, 2021  

  

Let’s talk NHL trade deadline and specifically, what we’ve seen so far. 
Much ado about nothing, right? Other than Eric Staal, not a lot of name 
recognition and in Staal’s case, the name recognition stems mostly from 
what he’s accomplished in a distinguished career thus far, not 
necessarily what he can bring to the Montreal Canadiens’ playoff push, 
other than leadership and depth. 

For the most part, teams are moving spare parts for late-round draft 
choices; which are usually easy to ignore, because their value is so 
minuscule. Is it different this year? 

Maybe. 

If you make a casual pass through the last 20 or so NHL drafts, the vast 
majority of names chosen in the latter rounds never play and if they do, 
their contributions are so limited that they really don’t make much of a 
difference because marginal NHLers are always available, no matter 
what the era. 

Once in a while, however, an exception emerges and those types of 
longshots that do come in can pay enormous dividends for the lucky 
team in the long run. 

In my mind, any impactful player chosen after the first 100 or so names 
come off the draft board is a home run, and there’s almost always at 
least one in every draft. 

Counting backwards, I isolated the draft classes from 2012 back to 2008, 
because most of those players are now in their NHL primes, and here’s a 
sample of what you’d find: 

2012: Jaccob Slavin 120th to Carolina 

2011: Johnny Gaudreau 104th to Calgary 

2010: Brendan Gallagher 147th to Montreal 

2009: Mattias Ekholm, 102nd to Nashville 

2008: Jared Spurgeon, 156th to the Islanders. 

So, a lot of worthwhile talent to potentially unearth. 

The problem is that the 2021 entry draft poses more of a guessing game 
than ever before. 

Most draft-eligible prospects either haven’t played or haven’t played 
much, which complicates their developmental arcs, and is problematic for 
the teams that want to make as informed a decision as possible at the 
draft table. 

GMs will tell you that given their preference, they’d acquire picks in 2022 
rather than 2021 because there will be greater certainty by then – more 
eyeballs on the prospects, a truer sense of what players’ upsides might 
be. 

If you’re a team selling low-budget rentals at or before the trade deadline 
this year and all you are offered in return is a bunch of fifths, sixths and 

sevenths, is it even worth the bother? The answer, according to at least 
one decision-maker, is yes, absolutely. 

His thinking: If there’s ever a year to accumulate extra late-round picks, it 
is this one, on the grounds that if it truly is a shot-in-the-dark draft 
anyway, the more guesses you get, the greater your odds of actually 
turning a long shot into a gem. 

The draft, remember, doesn’t create talent, it just distributes it. The lack 
of playing time is going to set a lot of prospects back, not just high-end, 
first-year draft-eligible ones. It doesn’t mean they can’t blossom 
eventually. Ten years from now, it’s safe to predict that there’ll be another 
origin story, along the lines of a Slavin or a Spurgeon – of a player who 
slipped through the cracks and eventually evolved into an important NHL 
player. 

If you’re a GM with job security, and in a position to sell (two things that 
are not necessarily mutually exclusive), it’s something worth considering. 

What will Florida do? 

In the same way the New York Islanders continue to pursue trade options 
to replace their injured captain Anders Lee, the Florida Panthers are now 
forced to ponder life without defenceman Aaron Ekblad, who fractured 
his left leg in last Sunday’s 4-1 win over the Dallas Stars badly enough 
that it required surgery the next day. 

The Panthers forecast that Ekblad will miss 12 weeks recovering. So for 
him to play again this year, the Panthers will need to be in the midst of a 
deep playoff run. 

Can they get there without reinforcements? And if GM Bill Zito is 
consulting coach Joel Quenneville about who he might want to add, 
wouldn’t the Arizona Coyotes’ Niklas Hjalmarsson’s name be at the top of 
the list? Hjalmarsson, if you’ll recall, was a key piece during the Chicago 
Blackhawks’ championship seasons. When he was traded away to 
Arizona originally Quenneville couldn’t hide his disappointment. 

Hjalmarsson is a player who delights most coaches he plays for because 
he’s a trustworthy defensive option, reliable and consistent. He’s a 
different player than Ekblad, but you’re not going find to a defenceman at 
the deadline capable of scoring goals in double digits and playing 
upwards of 25 minutes per night. So, you patch as best you can. 

Of course, everything is complicated these days when it comes to the 
trading game. On the one hand, Florida will have the cap space to add a 
player, because of Ekblad’s injury. He’s currently on injured reserve, but 
can shift to LTIR (long-term injury reserve) whenever that cap space is 
needed. 

On the other hand, Hjalmarsson has a full no-move clause and is 
currently injured himself – he suffered an upper-body injury over a week 
ago in a game against the Avalanche. Then there’s the matter of what 
Arizona would want in return to rent a player on an expiring contract – 
and the Panthers are not at a point where they can give up any A-level 
future assets. In the end, it could be like a lot of trade chatter this season 
– lots of talk but with so many obstacles to overcome, not a ton of action. 

The Central playoff race 

Now let’s talk playoff races and how quickly the standings can change 
when every game is played within the division and thus becomes the so-
called ‘four-pointer.’ It means things can shift in a hurry and nowhere has 
that been more evident than in the Central, where the comfortable lead 
the Blackhawks had on fourth place has eroded in the past fortnight, 
which has allowed Nashville, Dallas and Columbus back into the race for 
that fourth and final playoff spot. 

Naturally, if a team believes it has a shot at making the playoffs at or 
near the deadline, that could influence which players – if any – are made 
available at the time. 

Nashville, for example, has Roman Josi and Juuse Saros back from 
injury. If the season ended today, the Preds would make the playoffs. 
That has to affect the status of the No. 1 player on everybody’s trade 
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board, Mattias Ekholm who, in the absence of Josi and Ryan Ellis, played 
a yeoman’s role in making the Preds more competitive lately. For sure, if 
the asking price on Ekholm was high before, it’s stratospheric now. 

Similarly, in the West, the St. Louis Blues should theoretically be 
solidifying their spot in the playoff picture now that Robert Thomas, 
Jaden Schwartz and Vladimir Tarasenko are all back playing but they’ve 
won only two of their past 10 games, which has the Coyotes back into 
the playoff mix, even after that discouraging 9-3 shellacking by Colorado 
earlier in the week. Arizona may yet sell off some of its bountiful UFA 
assets on the blue line because they have to think bigger picture 
thoughts. 

Meanwhile, in the North, both Calgary and Vancouver have fallen well off 
the pace. If the gap between the top four and the bottom three grows 
even greater in the next week, the Flames and Canucks may actually be 
more active as sellers than Ottawa, which doesn’t have a lot of players to 
offer on the market anyway. 

In a normal year, when the trade deadline approaches, NHL teams rely 
heavily on their scouts to scrutinize the handful of players that annually 
come available as rentals. 

But pro scouting has been challenged, like so many other parts of 
traditional day-to-day hockey operations by the global pandemic, 
because, among things, it has limited travel. So, scouts based in cities 
with NHL teams get to see visiting teams passing through but that 
doesn’t mean you necessarily always have eyes on the players you want 
to see and the result is there’s lots more arms-length scouting that’s gone 
on. 

As noted, the team with the most blue line options is Arizona. Here are a 
few thoughts from a member of the scouting community on the current 
state of some of their defencemen, beginning with the two most 
desirable, Alex Goligoski and Hjalmarsson. 

My scouting acquaintance said he liked Goligoski as a rental more than 
Hjalmarsson because he has a more complete game, noting: “He can still 
move the puck effectively. His game sense transcends time. He might 
have lost a step, but his game sense is still at a high level. He’s a smart 
player, good with the puck, makes a good first play. 

“Hjalmarsson is a great shot blocker, but he’s not as much of a 
possession guy. He’s more of a flip-it-out guy. Never wants to get caught 
making a mistake in his own zone. Doesn’t connect on nearly as many 
controlled exits as Goligoski. Goligoski is 35, still got a good set of legs, 
he can be a stable guy, with power-play ability. I love Hjalmarsson too, 
don’t get me wrong. But he’s more of a safe guy – get it in, get it out. 
More times than I’d like to, I see him shoot it out of the zone when he 
could have passed it out of the zone.” 

One other Arizona option is Jason Demers, who spent the 2016-17 
season in Florida, albeit with a completely different front-office regime. 
Demers was described by the scout as “popular with his teammates and 
very good with younger players in the dressing room. Can he still play? 
He’s not a great passer, no longer very physical, but if you want a fifth or 
sixth D-man, he could be a short-term guy. But Goligoski has the chance 
to play at 37 or 38 even and still play pretty well. Demers? I’m not sure 
he’s got that.” 

Kirill Kaprizov 

The Calder Trophy race 

Let’s talk Calder Trophy race, in the context of how March shifted the 
conversation to include three players who weren’t on a lot of people’s 
radars a month ago: Alex Nedeljkovic of the Hurricanes, Jason 
Robertson of the Stars and Eeli Tolvanen of the Predators. 

The NHL named Nedeljkovic its rookie of the month for March, on the 
heels of a 6-1-1 record, and a 1.85 goals-against average, which helped 
the Hurricanes keep pace with Florida and Tampa in the race for a 
divisional title. 

Robertson and Tolvanen, meanwhile, finished the month atop the rookie 
scoring board – Robertson had 16 points; Tolvanen had 14, while the 
current rookie-of-the-year favorite, Minnesota’s Kirill Kaprizov, 
contributed 11. Also, three Devils finished in the top eight (Janne 
Kuokkanen, Yegor Sharangovich, and Ty Smith) – which may make it 
easier for the Devils to sell assets at the deadline. 

Predators fans have been waiting for Tolvanen’s emergence for some 
time. Robertson went 39th overall in the same draft as Tolvanen, 2017, 
and it was a banner year at the draft table for Dallas. The Stars got Miro 
Heiskanen third overall and goaltender Jake Oettinger at 26 after trading 
up two places. 

It was a first-rounder originally acquired from Anaheim in a trade-
deadline deal for Patrick Eaves. Oettinger isn’t likely in the Calder Trophy 
hunt this year, though he projects as their starter of the future, given the 
uncertainty over Ben Bishop’s health (he has yet to play this season, 
though getting closer) and Anton Khudobin’s age (34). 

But Calder voters will also have to weigh the contributions of an 
extraordinary number of first-year goalies who’ve had an impact 
(Nedeljkovic, Ilya Sorokin, Kevin Lankinen, Kaapo Kahkonen, Vitek 
Vanecek) against all the position players, which can be problematic. 

The rookie race is as scattershot as I can remember it being and nothing 
at all like last year when the race ultimately came down to Quinn Hughes 
in Vancouver and Cale Makar in Colorado. 

The Frozen Four and signing season 

And finally, let’s talk Frozen Four, which will take place in Pittsburgh 
beginning next Thursday and feature Minnesota State and St. Cloud 
State in one semi-final and Massachusetts and Minnesota-Duluth in the 
other. That’s three No. 2 seeds and one No. 3, which means it’s the first 
time since 2007 that all four No. 1 seeds failed to qualify for the Frozen 
Four. The tournament is dominated by Minnesota-born players (44), 
including players on all four semi-finalists, which is the only state so 
represented. The only Canadian province with players on all four teams 
is Alberta and includes two interesting names. 

Akito Hirose, younger brother of Taro Hirose, is a freshman at Minnesota 
State. Zach Okabe is from Okotoks, Alta., though he’s lived in five 
countries already in his lifetime and plays on St. Cloud State’s top line. 

Minnesota-Duluth is bidding for its third consecutive title and qualified for 
the Frozen Four by defeating North Dakota in five overtimes, the longest 
game in NCAA history (142 minutes, 13 seconds). 

Once again, as the tournament field is whittled down, it means more 
players are free to sign professional contracts and that happened twice 
this week. First, the Panthers signed their goalie of the future, Spencer 
Knight, to an entry-level contract and then on Thursday inked free-agent 
defenceman Matt Kiersted. Kiersted is 22-year-old and went undrafted 
but had 22 points in 29 games for North Dakota this past season and 
won the 2017 Clark Cup with the USHL’s Chicago Steel. With Ekblad out, 
he could conceivably get into NHL games at some point down the 
stretch. 
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As of two weeks ago, The Athletic has weekly NHL power rankings. Yes, 
it happened. Calm down. We’re back with another installment this week, 
and we’ll be back every week until we’re old and grey and tired of ranking 
teams every week. 

Here are the basic ground rules. 

• The methodology here is as simple as it gets. We each rank the teams, 
from 1-31, then take the average, and voila. (Dom made a dedicated 
spreadsheet for this because of course he did.) It’s not going to be based 
solely on past performance, current hot streaks or future potential. 
Numbers will figure into it prominently, but if you want stat-model stuff, 
we’ve got you covered elsewhere. This is something different. 

•  From there, we’ll choose 10 or so teams to go back-and-forth on; that 
might be because we disagree on the placement. It might be because we 
each have something meaningful to say. It might be because we each 
want to make jokes about the teams, or each other. We’ll see. 

•  We want this to be fun, and we’re not locked into a format beyond 
going from No. 1 to No. 31. Some rankings might have themes. Some of 
those themes might be unexpected. If you have ideas — or just 
suggestions on how to make this a destination for you, each Friday — 
we’d love to hear them. You’re why we’re doing this in the first place. 

•  If two teams are tied, the team with the highest points percentage gets 
the nod. Sometimes we might add new rules as we see fit. For example, 
we added the tie-breaker rule because ties are stupid and don’t belong in 
this sport. It’ll change every week; we kept it simple this time because the 
theme was already sort of obnoxious. 

It’s Good Friday. So, we assigned each team a lyric off Kanye West’s 
2010 “G.O.O.D. Friday” releases. You’ll be surprised how well most of 
these work, and you’d be upset if you knew how long it took. 

1. Colorado Avalanche 

Last week: 2 

Record: 23-8-4, 50 points 

Dom rank: 1 

Sean rank: 1 

“No one man should have all that power” 

Dom: I knew you’d come around. 

Sean: I’m less mathematically inclined than you — very few people know 
this — so I needed something stupid to push me over the edge. And 
buddy, Nathan MacKinnon bonking Conor Garland did the trick. I’m all in. 
Also, Philipp Grubauer helped out some; he’s not Andrei Vasilevskiy, but 
he’s certainly top-10 — and he’s not 10th. That, combined with the 
Colorado shot parade, is enough to close the gap. 

Dom: As we know, it’s the shot parade for me. But also, it’s the five goals 
in under eight minutes parade for me too. The Avalanche are stupid good 
right now. 

2. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Last week: 1 

Record: 25-9-2, 52 points 

Dom rank: 2 

Sean rank: 2 

“Matter who you go and get, ain’t nobody cold as this” 

Sean: I imagine Julien BriseBois, hanging out near those Tesla coils in 
Tampa’s arena, laughing about the pending Kyle Palmieri derby as he 
watches Nikita Kucherov work out. Enjoy your middle-six deadline 
additions, you peons. You absolute rubes. 

Dom: In terms of win value, getting Kucherov back is basically the 
equivalent of a team somehow finding a way to acquire all three of Taylor 
Hall, Mattias Ekholm and Palmieri. Unless you’re Colorado, why bother at 
this point. It ain’t fair. 

3. Carolina Hurricanes 

Last week: 4 

Record: 24-8-3, 51 points 

Dom rank: 5 

Sean rank: 3 

“Ironic, you been sleeping on the one that you been dreaming ’bout” 

All this time, Alex Nedeljkovic has been hiding in plain view. From the 
time Carolina picked him in the second round back in 2014 until the start 
of this season, he’d played all of six NHL games, winning a Calder Cup 
and AHL goalie of the year award in the meantime. Now, after beating 
out James Reimer for starts during Petr Mrazek’s injury, he’s the reigning 
NHL rookie of the month, and the numbers are very, very good: A .927 
save percentage, 2.05 GAA and 8-3-2 record so far, plus a nifty 5.38 
goals saved above expected. That’s ninth in the league. Whether he 
keeps the job or not, he’s helping the Hurricanes make the leap plenty of 
folks have been waiting for. 

4. Vegas Golden Knights 

Last week: 5 

Record: 24-9-2, 50 points 

Dom rank: 4 

Sean rank: 4 

“When you’re this hot, everybody’s a critic” 

Dom: We’ve been lukewarm on Vegas relative to its record so far. The 
Golden Knights almost made it into the top three, but an overtime loss 
and Hurricanes win means they lose out on the tie-breaker. Maybe next 
week.  

They’ve lost two straight now, but it’s hard to argue against how they 
played Thursday night where they had some exceptional chances 
against the Wild. They just couldn’t solve Cam Talbot. 

Sean: If the tie-breaker goes to whichever team hasn’t failed to ice a full 
roster in the last seven days, Vegas will be out of luck. They almost won 
a game that they started with 10 forwards! Maybe they’re the best team 
of all time. Marc-Andre Fleury has an .880 save percentage in his last 
five games, by the way. Fourth place on the all-time wins list will have to 
wait. My money is still on him being a Vezina finalist for the first time in 
his career. Just seems like something that’ll happen. 

5. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Last week: 3 

Record: 23-10-3, 49 points 

Dom rank: 3 

Sean rank: 5 

“But would you rather be underpaid or overrated?” 

I (Dom) tried to make this week’s tie-breaker “team most likely to bump 
G.O.O.D. Friday in the locker room” and was rebuked as it would “stack 
the deck in favour of the Leafs.” Tough, but fair.  

The right answer to the above question, by the way, is “overrated.” That’s 
why you have to respect the ethos of Toronto’s star players for securing 
the bag, first and foremost. Game respect game, but I’d also argue over-
saturation tends to skew the opposite way where a team becomes a little 
underrated. So many people want to discredit the team from the center of 
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the hockey universe and I don’t blame them, but the Leafs are still an 
elite team. Some might even say a juggernaut. 

With Jack Campbell — an Actually Good goalie — in net, the team has 
looked unstoppable. Naturally, that only means they’ll get lit up on Friday 
against the Jets. 

6. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Last week: 11 

Record: 24-11-2, 50 points 

Dom rank: 6 

Sean rank: 7 

“See the dreamers, see the sleepers / Why’d you wake them? Sweet 
Jesus” 

There are plenty of reasons for the rest of the league to be concerned 
about what’s happening in Pittsburgh; they’ve won five straight — 
including two regulation wins against the Islanders and one against the 
Bruins. The 5v5 numbers are creeping upward. Their special teams, after 
weeks and weeks of cluelessness, have sharpened. Jared McCann, the 
skeleton key to their forward group, has been good. The goalies have 
been very good … and it’s all happening with no Evgeni Malkin or Teddy 
Blueger. 

Less tangibly, they’ve got Brandon Tanev dropping gems like this every 
week or so. Four f-bombs, one “joke,” one “loser” and one “sheriff.” 
Those are the numbers that matter. 

EAR MUFFS PIC.TWITTER.COM/ACOUIYZZGZ 

— PITTSBURGH CLOTHING CO. (@PGHCLOTHINGCO) APRIL 2, 
2021 

7. Washington Capitals 

Last week: 9 

Record: 23-9-4, 50 points 

Dom rank: 8 

Sean rank: 6 

“Popped too many corks to let you dorks offend me” 

Dom: I was so ready to rank the Capitals sixth, as they’ve been playing 
legitimately well of late and now rank 10th in expected goals percentage. 
I felt so good about the Capitals that I actually bet on them for once 
instead of against them. What a fool I was, as they got pumped 8-4 
Thursday night. 

Sean: They jumped up a few spots this week for me. On some level, that 
feels like an overcorrection, since I respond to getting yelled at. Out-of-
whack as their numbers have been, though, they’ve still only lost nine 
games, and they are indeed playing better. 

8. N.Y. Islanders 

Last week: 6 

Record: 23-10-4, 50 points 

Dom rank: 7 

Sean rank: 10 

“Hard to be humble when you stuntin’ on a jumbotron” 

Mathew Barzal, have yourself a night. The Islanders put on a show 
Thursday night, thumping the Capitals 8-4 off the strength of a five-point 
night from Barzal that included not one, not two, but three highlight-reel 
goals. I don’t even know if I can comfortably pick a favourite from these 
three, they were all so good. 

THIS MIGHT BE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL @ENTERPRISE HAT TRICK 
YOU'LL EVER SEE. 

BRAVO, MAT BARZAL (@BARZAL_97)‼ 
PIC.TWITTER.COM/ZWEGTNE0KN 

— NHL (@NHL) APRIL 2, 2021 

There’s some warranted concern with Anders Lee out for the season, but 
nights like Thursday are a reminder that this is still a very strong team 
without him. The Islanders deserve your respect. 

9. Minnesota Wild 

Last week: 7 

Record: 22-11-2, 46 points 

Dom rank: 9 

Sean rank: 9 

“Consider yourself lucky to see a legend before the prime” 

Sean: Kirill Kaprizov hit the 30-point mark on Thursday night (his seventh 
multipoint game) and he’s apparently doing this now, too. 

KIRILL KAPRIZOV LAYS THE BOOM ON LOGAN COUTURE.   
#MNWILD PIC.TWITTER.COM/OKGRKAJ09Q 

— SOUND THE FOGHORN PODCAST   (@SOUNDTHEFOGHORN) 
APRIL 1, 2021 

Dom: Yeah, Kaprizov is great and all, but how about Cam Talbot on 
Thursday? He single-handedly won that game for Minnesota, and these 
two show-stopping saves seconds apart were incredible. After all those 
seasons with Devan Dubnyk dragging them down, this is what the team 
looks like with decent goaltending. Top 10. 

WHAT A SAVE WITH THE PADDLE FROM CAM TALBOT   
PIC.TWITTER.COM/HSTAZZNCHZ 

— SHAYNA (@HAYYYSHAYYY) APRIL 2, 2021 

10. Florida Panthers 

Last week: 10 

Record: 24-9-4, 52 points 

Dom rank: 13 

Sean rank: 8 

“The mood swings like the change of a channel” 

Dom: The Panthers have been riding high all season and have one of the 
best records in hockey, but losing Aaron Ekblad for the season is a 
devastating blow. He’s blossomed into an elite defenceman over the last 
two seasons, well worth his draft-day hype and it’s difficult to see the 
Panthers maintaining their torrid pace without him. 

Sean: A couple things here: I’d love to see the Panthers at least attempt 
to replace him. They’ll at least have the space to add whoever they want 
at the deadline, and that’s without Ekblad on LTIR. Also, I haven’t 
watched the injury and don’t plan on changing that. Horrible. 

Dom: I watched it, and I have regrets. Just like Florida will if it doesn’t find 
a way to nab Mattias Ekholm. 

11. Boston Bruins 

Last week: 8 

Record: 18-10-5, 41 points 

Dom rank: 10 

Sean rank: 11 
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“The clock’s tickin’, I just count the hours” 

We said last week that our relatively high opinion of the Bruins might be 
colored by the team we think they should be, versus what they actually 
are — and what they are is a one-line, lukewarm offensive team. Their 
percentages aren’t awful, but in straight up expected goals, they’re last in 
the league. Last. If they wait much longer to bring in reinforcements, that 
three-point lead on the East’s last playoff spot is in danger. Even worse, 
their slide in the rankings could continue. That’s a fate worse than death. 

12: Winnipeg Jets 

Last week: 12 

Record: 22-13-2, 46 points 

Dom rank: 12 

Sean rank: 12 

“Yeah, though it’s forty below the wind chill / And we wipin’ snow up off 
the windshield / It’s still wonderful night to be alive, baby” 

Life is good in the ‘Peg. They’re a playoff lock. They’ve won four of six. 
Doesn’t matter that their 5v5 numbers are still scary in spots — that 
45.17 expected goals percentage is 30th in the league. Might it matter 
eventually? Sure. Doubt that it’s going to stop them from enjoying this, 
though. 

13. Edmonton Oilers 

Last week: 13 

Record: 22-14-1, 45 points 

Dom rank: 11 

Sean rank: 14 

“The best living or dead hands down” 

We are watching greatness this season with Connor McDavid putting on 
one of the great seasons in recent memory, lapping the field in terms of 
win value. Some folks will try to galaxy-brain the Hart Trophy debate, but 
it should be no contest whatsoever. McDavid is the best player in the 
world, and he’s proving that every single night. 

14. Montreal Canadiens 

Last week: 14 

Record: 16-8-9, 41 points 

Dom rank: 13 

Sean rank: 15 

“And for the hate in advance, pull down your pants / Make ’em kiss both 
cheeks like we living in France” 

Did you think the salary cap was going to stop them? What about a near-
terminal ability to win games after regulation? A coaching change? A 
COVID-19 pause? Nope. Nope. Nope. Nope. Pucker up. 

15. New York Rangers 

Last week: 16 

Record: 17-15-4, 38 points 

Dom rank: 14 

Sean rank: 16 

“What you now hear is puttin’ fear in all the older ones” 

The Rangers have the 19th best points percentage in the league, but a 
top 10 goal differential. We split the difference and ranked them 15th, but 
it wouldn’t be a surprise to see a big surge down the stretch. Everything 
is starting to come together and though it may be too late for them this 

year, the Rangers are definitely knocking at the door, ready to usurp the 
old guard in the East over the coming years. 

16. Nashville Predators 

Last week: 23 

Record: 19-18-1, 39 points 

Dom rank: 17 

Sean rank: 15 

“I meant to snap a while ago, but who knows where the time went?” 

Sean: The funniest thing about the Preds’ hot streak — other than me 
realizing it too late and overcorrecting with a 12-SPOT SWING — is the 
amount of havoc it’s wreaking on the trade deadline. We were wondering 
whether they’d move Filip Forsberg, like, 10 minutes ago. 

Dom: The Predators moved up seven spots since last week which we 
hope will be very uncommon. Our goal is for us to be so correct that the 
rankings are exactly the same every week. This is an admission of 
failure. 

Sean: To reiterate, I had them 27th seven days ago. 

Dom: Now you like them more than I do! Big Preds fan. 

17. St. Louis Blues 

Last week: 15 

Record: 16-13-6, 38 points 

Dom rank: 16 

Sean rank: 17 

“Don’t give up now, just a little more persistence” 

McIndoe touched on this earlier in the week, but it should be reiterated: 
The rest of the Blues schedule is an absolute terror. Pure nightmare stuff. 
First off, they’ve already lost nine of their last 11, including two straight to 
the Ducks (!), though they did bank four loser’s points. It gets worse — 
17 of their last 21 games are against the Avs, Golden Knights and Wild. 
So, yes, persistence would help. So would luck, and so would Taylor Hall 
or something. Hoo boy. 

18. Chicago Blackhawks 

Last week: 18 

Record: 17-16-5, 39 points 

Dom rank: 19 

Sean rank: 18 

“This is showtime, showtime, boy, I hope you set the DVR” 

Dom: I genuinely forgot it was Easter this weekend because the passage 
of time during this hell-year no longer matters. But the most important 
tradition on this day is ripping through Kanye West’s G.O.O.D. Friday 
tracks. It’s an absolute travesty that these songs aren’t on streaming 
services. 

Sean: They’re on an iPod Touch in a box somewhere. 

Dom: We need CD quality. The world needs CD quality. Anyways, we 
thought it would be fitting to do another power rankinception, with our top 
five tracks (excluding the ones that made it onto My Beautiful Dark 
Twisted Fantasy and Watch The Throne). 

G.O.O.D. Fridays Power Rankings  

Christian Dior Denim Flow 

G.O.O.D. Music 

Lord Lord Lord 
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Looking For Trouble 

Chain Heavy 

Dom: Oh yeah, the Blackhawks. They’re still in the playoff race in April? 
That’s neat, and almost entirely due to Patrick “Showtime” Kane. 

19. Dallas Stars 

Last week: 19 

Record: 12-12-10, 34 points 

Dom rank: 18 

Sean rank: 19 

“It mean second place is the first one who lost” 

The 12-12-10 Dallas Stars with the most “Middle Of The Table Premier 
League Team” record in hockey history are looking very unlikely to 
avenge last year’s second-place finish.  

This team is very far removed from the one that was within two wins of a 
Stanley Cup last fall, but in a lacklustre Central Division, there’s still 
hope. Dallas controls play well and will be getting some key players back 
from injury soon — hopefully. The Stars have some potential to rise the 
ranks here if they can go on a run. 

20. Arizona Coyotes 

Last week: 20 

Record: 16-15-5, 37 points 

Dom rank: 21 

Sean rank: 20 

“I’ll have your face looking all Captain Crunch-y” 

On Saturday night the Coyotes looked extra sharp in their Reverse Retro 
Kachina jers — okay, sorry, fine, we’ll talk about the team. 

Personally, we think it’s quite bad when you allow nine goals against in 
one game and five goals in the first 7:31 of the game. It’ll be hard to 
make the playoffs with that attitude, but lucky for the Coyotes, the Blues 
don’t seem to want that playoff spot so Arizona has a legitimate shot. 
Just two weeks ago Arizona was hovering around 10 percent, but has 
since surged toward 40 percent on the strength of a 4-2-1 record (with 
plenty of help from the Blues going 2-4-1). 

21. Calgary Flames 

Last week: 17 

Record: 16-18-3, 35 points 

Dom rank: 20 

Sean rank: 21 

“We’re on a dead-end street, this block has got a cul-de-sac” 

Every week, the Flames have been that pig Homer tried to roast at his 
BBQ. 

“It’s just a little dirty. It’s still good, it’s still good! 

It’s just a little slimy. It’s still good, it’s still good! 

It’s just a little airborne. It’s still good, it’s still good!” 

“It’s gone.” 

“I know.” 

The Flames could still make the playoffs this year… when pigs fly. 

22. Philadelphia Flyers 

Last week: 32 

Record: 17-14-4, 38 points 

Dom rank: 22 

Sean rank: 22 

“Just killed another career, it’s a mild day” 

Sean: It’s Alain Vigneault talking to Carter Hart. I’m kidding! He’s going to 
be fine! Nothing to worry about! Tough month for this promo, though. 

— PHILADELPHIA FLYERS (@NHLFLYERS) APRIL 1, 2021 

Dom: I’m shocked no one has actually been fired after the month they’ve 
had. I’m perhaps just as shocked that they’re still somehow 17-14-4??? 

23. Los Angeles Kings 

Last week: 24 

Record: 14-14-6, 34 points 

Dom rank: 23 

Sean rank: 24 

“My grades went from A’s to B’s to Cs” 

We assumed there would be a market correction on the Kings a few 
weeks ago. Lo and behold, it has continued. Two goals or less in three of 
their last four sounds about right for that group of forwards. Now, they’re 
where they should be. The funny thing is, their playoff chances aren’t 
dead. Part of the reason the Blues’ situation is so brutal is that they don’t 
play the Coyotes. That, from what we can glean, also means that the 
Coyotes don’t play the Blues. If both independently go in the tank, maybe 
it’s the Kings who benefit. 

24. Columbus Blue Jackets 

Last week: 22 

Record: 14-16-8, 36 points 

Dom rank: 26 

Sean rank: 23 

“In a tight situation like Speedos” 

So… that whole Patrik Laine trade hasn’t really worked out well for 
Columbus, huh? The Blue Jackets traded the disgruntled Pierre-Luc 
Dubois for the Finnish sniper and he’s looked pretty bad, especially of 
late. He has only seven goals and 14 points in 28 games with some 
pretty poor five-on-five numbers to boot. Things have looked especially 
dire over the last month where Laine has just one goal in 15 games, but 
perhaps more worrisome is that he has just 1.7 expected goals too. He 
isn’t even getting chances.  

It’s been a bad fit and he’s an RFA at the end of the season. It’ll be 
interesting to see how this situation plays out. 

25. San Jose Sharks 

Last week: 26 

Record: 15-16-4, 34 points 

Dom rank: 24 

Sean rank: 26 

“Been standing in the same spot for a couple of weeks” 

Through three iterations of these power rankings, we have decided that 
the San Jose Sharks are the 25th best team each and every time. This is 
now canon. They can never leave this spot — not even after two very 
impressive wins over the ninth-ranked Minnesota Wild. In both games, 
the Sharks controlled play too, with Wednesday’s win looking particularly 
dominant by expected goals. The Sharks are still a playoff longshot, but if 
you squint hard enough at their average expected goals rate that ranks 
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higher than the Blues, Coyotes and Kings, there’s some potential for a 
surprise. We’ll still have them in the same spot though. 

26. Vancouver Canucks 

Last week: 23 

Record: 16-18-3, 35 points 

Dom rank: 25 

Sean rank: 25 

“All my money tied in knots” 

And $5 million of Jim Benning’s money tied up in Thatcher Demko. 
Harman Dayal went in-depth on the Canucks’ pending cap reckoning, so 
we’ll offer the abridged version: Short term, they could be in deep trouble. 
After raises for Elias Pettersson and Quinn Hughes, they’re looking at 
$3.5 million in space and 19 players signed, with a large hole on their top 
pair. In other words, they’re going to look pretty similar to … whatever 
this is. Not great. 

27. New Jersey Devils 

Last week: 27 

Record: 13-16-5, 31 points 

Dom rank: 27 

Sean rank: 27 

“Santa’s on a diet, gotta get the pounds gone” 

What’s the point of wearing red and green jerseys and assembling a 
roster that’s 90 percent trade bait if you’re not actually going to play 
Santa Claus? Tom Fitzgerald! Start making moves! Please! We need 
stuff to talk about! Our trade boards are dying! 

28. Ottawa Senators 

Last week: 28 

Record: 12-21-4, 28 points 

Dom rank: 28 

Sean rank: 28 

“Reporting live from the rubble” 

At the start of the year, there were legitimate beliefs (from respected 
people!) that the Senators could be a sleeper team, a much-improved 
group that can play spoiler in a tight North Division. “They won’t be that 
bad this year!” some exclaimed. 

Well, they’ve certainly ruined Calgary’s season, but they’re still playing at 
a normal season pace of 62 points. That’s a downgrade from last year 
and it only cost about $15 million in extra salary to do it. Amazing work 
that was totally foreseeable. 

29. Detroit Red Wings 

Last week: 29 

Record: 12-21-5, 29 points 

Dom rank: 30 

Sean rank: 29 

“How can I be better? I could start with just the basics” 

Step 1: Acquire good players 

Step 2: ??? 

Step 3: Profit 

The Wings have played a bit better of late, sweeping the Blue Jackets 
over the weekend and stealing a point from the injury-depleted Panthers 
on Thursday, but there are still so many holes in the lineup. The basics of 
team-building won’t be enough, especially with the new draft lottery odds 
coming into effect. 

30. Anaheim Ducks 

Last week: 28 

Record: 11-20-6, 28 points 

Dom rank: 29 

Sean rank: 30 

“The way you look should be a sin” 

Worst look in the league. What was the point of that Mighty Ducks reboot 
if it wasn’t to guilt them into wearing the eggplants, full time? If a team is 
going to be this boring — this inconsequential — they could at least have 
the decency to look cool. 

31. Buffalo Sabres 

Last week: 31 

Record: 7-23-6, 20 points 

Dom rank: 31 

Sean rank: 31 

“Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord, Lord this is something new” 

Dom: Those beautiful bastards did it. They finally got a win, their first 
since Feb. 23. I don’t think many realize that the team only had two wins 
in all of February, too. We were absolutely right to rank them ahead of 
the Flyers last week though. 

Sean: Congratulations to the Sabres and, of course, that boat in the Suez 
Canal. It dropped out of the rankings, and is unlikely to be heard from 
again. Shoutout to Tobias Rieder, who somehow played in 13 of those 18 
losses and came out with a plus-minus of zero. Rasmus Ristolainen, for 
comparison, was minus-20. This will be the only time I use plus-minus, 
for the record. 

Dom: It better be or you’re cut from the rankings. We’ll get Sean McIndoe 
in here so fast. 
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The Athletic / LeBrun: Jets are a team to watch at the NHL trade 
deadline. So  

 

Pierre LeBrun 

Apr 2, 2021  

  

And so this is what it’s like to be a GM of a contender during trade 
deadline season. It’s not for the faint of heart. 

There is Kevin Cheveldayoff watching his Winnipeg Jets play 
Wednesday night. First it was blueliner Derek Forbort getting crushed 
inadvertently by his own teammate Pierre-Luc Dubois and leaving the 
game for a bit. Then captain Blake Wheeler didn’t come out for the 
second period. 

There was still no official word on Wheeler when I began my interview 
with the Jets GM on Thursday, but the drama from Wednesday’s 3-1 loss 
to Toronto illustrates how things can change quickly when it comes to the 
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trade deadline. On Friday, head coach Paul Maurice said Wheeler would 
be a game-time decision. 

“You’re watching and you’ve got a million things going through your 
mind,” Cheveldayoff told The Athletic. “And all of sudden something 
happens and now you’ve got a separate million things going through your 
mind … 

“It really just underscores how, until the deadline, you’re always trying to 
stay fluid.” 

Well, he should know. 

Two years ago, the Jets lost Josh Morrissey to injury on the eve of the 
deadline. In 2014, they lost Mark Scheifele right before, too. 

“Literally on the night before the trade deadline on both occasions,” 
Cheveldayoff said. 

In the case of Morrissey, it necessitated trading for Nathan Beaulieu on 
deadline day. 

The Wheeler uncertainty illustrates the fleeting nature of trade deadline 
plans and how quickly they can be affected. 

Which with it carries the eternal debate as far as trade deadline 
strategies go. Do you make your move as quickly as possible so the 
player has more time to adjust? Or do you wait as long as possible so 
you’re covered for any unexpected need? 

Jim Rutherford has made many a January trade in his GM career; he 
loved going early. Lou Lamoriello has often said use all the time you 
have. Both are in the Hockey Hall of Fame. There is indeed merit in both 
approaches. 

But one thing remains consistent: There are only so many chips you can 
use to make your deadline deals. So you want to make sure before you 
use them. 

“You have finite resources, whether it’s the currency to make trades and 
obviously you only have finite cap (space),” Cheveldayoff said. “And 
there’s got to be a fit. You can’t just make the trades for the sake of 
making the trades.” 

The Jets are as deep up front as any team in the NHL and have the 
reigning Vezina Trophy netminder. But like almost every team in the cap 
era, they can’t be deep everywhere. And in the Jets’ case, it’s a blue line 
group that at times spends too much time in its own zone. 

I couldn’t see Cheveldayoff’s face as we were talking over the phone but 
I’m guessing he rolled his eyes at the question, and I don’t blame him, as 
I meandered to that area of his team with the trade deadline in mind. 

“Yeah, like our defence is not a household-name type of defence,” he 
began. “But it is one that I think operates more by committee so to speak 
and kind of accentuates each other. Sure, we’re not the tightest in certain 
areas, but there’s a lot of teams with lots of weaknesses. So, if we find 
something that we think can upgrade us, we’ll take a look at it. 

“But at the end of the day, you can’t plan on injuries, you just don’t know. 
We like our group, it’s gotten us to this point. We’ll see where this goes 
as we head into the trade deadline.” 

I’m hardly alone in doing so, but I’ve said many times this season that 
Mattias Ekholm would be the Jets’ perfect fit. But with the resurgent 
Nashville Predators back in the playoff conversation, I’m not convinced 
he’s as available as he was. 

A Predators source did tell me Wednesday that they will continue to 
listen to offers on many of their players right up to the deadline but there 
isn’t the same level of urgency now to sell. 

Translation: If a team paid the high price for Ekholm of a first-round pick, 
an elite prospect and a third asset, maybe the Preds listen. But I don’t 
think Winnipeg or any other team is ready to pay that specific price. 

And besides, I think Nashville is better off figuring out the Ekholm 
situation this summer when either they can sign him to an extension past 
next season or wait until after the expansion draft to deal him. 

Other options for Winnipeg? 

Pending UFA David Savard makes sense, a big body who can play in 
Winnipeg’s top four. Where the Columbus Blue Jackets are in the 
standings closer to April 12 will decide whether he is moved. 

Rugged top-four blueliner Josh Manson of the Ducks is a guy I like fit-
wise for the Jets, but Anaheim has never been too eager to move him. 
He’s not a rental, either, with another year on his deal next season at a 
$4.1 million AAV (plus he’s got a 12-team no-trade list, and most often 
Winnipeg populates players’ lists). 

Any player with term implicates the Seattle expansion draft. It doesn’t 
mean you avoid trading for a player with term, but you can’t ignore the 
impact of it. 

If the Jets are going to go the normal 7-3-1 protection route, if they 
acquire a defenceman that has term past this season, they’re probably 
going to protect him along with Morrissey and Neal Pionk. So now they 
would be leaving others unprotected like Logan Stanley, Dylan DeMelo 
and possibly Tucker Poolman if the pending UFA re-signs. 

“Yeah, you can’t ignore it,” Cheveldayoff said of the expansion draft 
factor. “It stares you in the face all the time. It’s in your short-term and 
long-term planning as a manager.” 

But, push comes to shove, I don’t think it would take the Jets out of a 
deal that can help them now. 

What might have taken Winnipeg out of potential deals is whether the 
cross-border quarantine had remained at 14 days. The Jets lived it earlier 
this season with Dubois and there was no interest to go through that 
again. 

“It’s not fun, it’s not the way you’d like to introduce someone to your 
team,” Cheveldayoff said. “For a professional athlete, it’s not conducive 
for them being sharp and having what they need in place. It took Pierre-
Luc a while I think, and (he) probably is still trying to catch up in some 
aspects of his game. To just sit there while everyone else is training at a 
high level.” 

So when the Canadian government dropped it to seven days last week, 
that was significant. 

“If we make a trade, we hope it helps the player to not have as much of 
an acclimation process so that it’s a bit more seamless,” Cheveldayoff 
said. “Seven is different than 14 — 14 days is a long time to not be on 
the ice and doing the things that you normally do. Yeah, you can get on 
the bike and things like that, but at least with seven days instead, the 
recovery aspect is probably much easier.” 

Cheveldayoff has not been shy at the deadline in recent years, trading for 
Paul Stastny in 2018, Kevin Hayes in 2019 and DeMelo and Cody Eakin 
last year. 

It’s not like the Jets haven’t already made a splash. The Dubois deal is 
the biggest we’ll see this season in the NHL. 

But odds are, the Jets will strike again. They’ve got a chance to come out 
of the North Division and they know it. 
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Sportsnet.ca / As Campbell closes in on record books, Maple Leafs' 
confidence soars 
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As Jack Campbell authors a season befitting a story book, he may soon 
find himself in the record books. 

You’d be hard-pressed to find a goaltender who has squeezed more big 
moments out of eight starts. They’ve included two shutouts, multiple 
instances where he battled through discomfort or injury, just 11 total 
goals against and more individual victories than the Buffalo Sabres have 
managed so far in 36 attempts. 

Should Campbell win his next game, he’d match Felix Potvin for the 
Toronto Maple Leafs record of nine-straight W’s to begin a campaign. 

He was full value for the eighth on Friday night, turning aside 11 third-
period shots and all three shootout attempts during a 2-1 victory over the 
Winnipeg Jets. 

“Stellar,” said Travis Dermott. “As it has been the whole season.” 

“Just outstanding,” added head coach Sheldon Keefe. “I mean you can 
just see his confidence growing and you can see the team’s confidence 
in him growing as well.” 

Campbell has helped the Leafs right the ship since Frederik Andersen 
went down with injury two weeks ago and re-establish their spot atop the 
North Division standings. They left Bell MTS Place with a four-point lead 
on the Jets and Edmonton Oilers. 

While he’s been a beneficiary of the team’s improved defensive play this 
season, he was the main reason the Leafs even got a chance to outlast 
Connor Hellebuyck in the skills competition. The Jets put on a big push in 
the late stages of a 1-1 game and Campbell had to lunge out of his net to 
deny Andrew Copp and slide hard to his left to keep Kyle Connor from 
scoring the winner. 

He winced in pain after that last stop, but stayed in the game and kept 
the door shut. 

“He’s playing in a game tonight with virtually no room for error and he 
was there on all the breakdowns we had today, which I thought we had 
too many of,” said Keefe. “Yeah he was really good.” 

Campbell makes amazing desperation save on Connor 

Let’s leave aside the fact his health will again be a point of focus leading 
into a back-to-back series starting Sunday in Calgary for a moment and 
appreciate how much Campbell is levelling up right before our eyes. 

With each passing game it’s becoming more likely that Keefe could 
choose to play him over a healthy Andersen in the playoffs. We’re still 
dealing with a limited sample, but his .951 save percentage sure catches 
the eye. 

“Hockey’s about confidence,” said veteran Jason Spezza, who had the 
shootout winner. “I think he gives us confidence right now. We’re giving 
him confidence trying to keep things to the outside. Just a guy that’s 
really benefiting from getting a little momentum here.” 

Campbell praised the plan goaltending coach Steve Briere has put 
together for him, noting that he’s “getting confident and calmer each time” 
he’s in the crease. 

There was something symbolic about the fact these last two victories 
came with Hellebuyck at the other end of the ice. The Jets starter is the 
reigning Vezina Trophy winner and would likely win a vote of his peers as 
the best goaltender in the North Division. 

Spezza credits Maple Leafs' outstanding discipline in OT win over Jets 

He and Campbell were born one year apart in Michigan, but have taken 
divergent career paths. Campbell was the 11th overall pick by Dallas in 
2010 and is only now starting to maximize his talents at age 29. 

Hellebuyck was passed over entirely in one draft and taken 130th by 
Winnipeg in 2012, but quickly established himself as a bonafide NHL 
starter and appeared in his 300th career game for Winnipeg on Friday. 

“He’s amazing. Obviously, I don’t have to pump his tires, he’s already 
accomplished so much,” Campbell said of Hellebuyck. “He’s a great 
friend. When I was struggling early in my career, he was always right 
there and texting me and kind of coached me a little bit back in the early 
days.” 

And here he was in the stretch drive of the season holding his own in two 
tight divisional games. 

With capable goaltending, the Leafs look like legitimate Stanley Cup 
contenders. They’ve drastically cut down on the shots and chances 
against from recent seasons and are learning to play in a controlled 
manner that increases their odds of coming out on the right side of 
results. Plus they still have elite talent to tip the scales. 

“A lot of great signs,” said Spezza. 

None greater than the one riding a historic run between the pipes right 
now. 
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Sportsnet.ca / With Flames becoming deadline sellers, Bennett puts 
value on display 
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Sam Bennett was promised he’d get a bigger role under Darryl Sutter. 

They don’t come much bigger than being asked to shut down the world’s 
best player. 

That was the position the veteran winger was thrust into Friday night after 
Mikael Backlund was a surprise scratch due to injury, pushing Bennett to 
the middle of the most important line Calgary has against Edmonton’s 
twin terrors. 

The assignment came with a twist, as the man he spent a good chunk of 
his night battling was his long-time minor hockey linemate, Connor 
McDavid. 

By night’s end No. 97 found a way once again to be the difference, 
breaking a 2-2 tie seven minutes into the third period with a power play 
goal through traffic and Jacob Markstrom to drive another stake through 
the Flames playoff hopes. 

However, as Flames games teeter on the brink of going from crucial to 
meaningless, efforts like Bennett’s become focal points. 

With six losses in their last seven games the Flames will now turn their 
attention to doing what seemed unfathomable three months ago: selling. 

And no one will attract more attention as a playoff add than Bennett, the 
24-year-old post-season beast who asked for a trade earlier this year. 

Those around the league who now realize the restricted free agent is 
attainable before the Apr. 12 trade deadline saw him help keep McDavid 
off the score sheet at even strength. 

They saw him win all four faceoffs he took, while adding rare power-play 
duties to his regular penalty-killing role. It was while shorthanded that he 
made one of the biggest plays of the game. 
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Early in the second period of a 1-1 game Bennett got his stick in the way 
of a Tyson Barrie power-play blast that bounced onto Sean Monahan’s 
tape. Spotting Matthew Tkachuk racing out of the penalty box, Monahan 
hit him with a pass Tkachuk took in alone and buried with a nifty 
backhand deke past Mike Smith. 

Alas, like almost every Flames effort the last two weeks, it wasn’t enough 
as McDavid’s seventh goal in seven outings against Calgary handed the 
visitors a 3-2 loss. 

“He’s a lot better now than even he was as a kid — I don’t think I have 
any edge over him that way,” said Bennett who played six seasons on 
McDavid’s wing for the York-Simcoe Express, and two with the Toronto 
Marlboros. 

“He’s so fast, so you’ve just got to try to slow him down as much as you 
can. Obviously playing centre I’m comfortable with. Backs plays a big 
role with this team shutting down guys, so obviously I’m not going to fill 
those shoes. But I look at myself as a guy that can fill in anywhere and 
play any position, so I just tried to do my job tonight. It’s frustrating we 
didn’t get the win.” 

Tkachuk goes top shelf on Smith with sweet dangle on breakaway goal 

Frustrating indeed that yet another game in which the Flames felt they 
played well enough to win, they once again failed to get the job done. 

“The difference is — this has happened a couple times against these 
guys in this rink — it’s an even game and they score late,” said a 
thoroughly dejected Tkachuk. 

“They come out of here with two and we come out of here with absolutely 
nothing.” 

Michael Stone gave the Flames a 1-0 lead with a first-period point-blast 
made possible by the dogged determination of Bennett’s third-line 
wingers, Milan Lucic and Andrew Mangiapane. 

Ryan Nugent-Hopkins scored Edmonton’s first of two power-play goals 
on the night early in the second before the teams traded goals to set up a 
third period with the game tied 2-2. 

Cue McDavid on the Oilers vaunted power play. 

“I think it was pretty even — we had opportunities to go ahead or to tie it 
up and didn’t,” said Sutter, lamenting an open net missed by Elias 
Lindholm that hopped over his stick. 

“It wasn’t your Battle of Alberta Game. I thought it was a sluggish game, 
quite honest. When it’s 3-2 Lindy has a chance with the goalie out, 
you’ve got to bury it. You’ve got to get to 65 minutes, you can’t just be 
satisfied saying you’re close or we tried hard.” 

No one was satisfied or taking anything out of yet another game in which 
the Flames played well but simply weren’t good enough. 

So, guys like Bennett, Derek Ryan and David Rittich will be shopped, 
which is why his outing Friday night did well to bolster his oft-discussed 
stock. 

“He can move around the lineup — I trust him moving around,” said 
Sutter. 

“When Backs wasn’t able to go it was easy. We only got the five 
centremen, including the taxi squad, so Sam was logical to go in there. 
He gives you everything he’s got every night. He’s been fine. All I’ve 
asked him to do is go in straight lines and play hard and make easy plays 
and I think he’s done that.” 

You can bet there are plenty of teams lining up now to have him do that 
in another uniform, making his trade wish come true and kick-starting the 
obvious overhaul necessary in Calgary. 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL Power Rankings: Every team's best trade since last 
season 

 

Rory Boylen 
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No, there aren't any trades yet -- but it's trade season dagnabbit so I'm 
leaning into it in this week's Power Rankings. 

We're still sorting through who's buying and who's selling and much of 
what happens on the ice in the next week and a half will determine that. 
Whether it's a quiet deadline or not, there are always active teams so we 
can expect some action. 

Right? 

These Power Rankings focus on the best trade each team has made 
since last season. We're defining this time period as between the drop of 
the puck on the 2019-20 season right up until today. 

Teams are ranked by how they're currently doing on the ice, with some 
weight given to recent play (which is why we have a new team at the top 
finally). 

Crossing our fingers that we get a deal larger than any of these between 
now and April 12. 

1. Colorado Avalanche 

2021 and 2022 second-round draft picks to NY Islanders for Devon 
Toews 

Unless the Isles hit big with either of those picks, this should go down as 
a massive win for the Avs. Already Toews has become the team leader 
in even-strength ice time per game, he's used a lot on the PK as well, 
and he's tied for 17th in even strength scoring among all NHL 
defencemen. It's hard to say he's the No. 1 defenceman on a blue line 
shared with Cale Makar (and even Sam Girard this season), but that's 
how loaded the Avs are. All for a $4.1-million cap hit another three years. 
Value everywhere. 

2. Tampa Bay Lightning 

Nolan Foote, 2020 first-rounder to New Jersey for Blake Coleman 

Not caring much for the futures the Lightning sent away because they 
were, and are, all-in on chasing the Stanley Cup. Coleman adds great 
scoring depth to the third line when everyone's healthy and after a nice 
showing in the bubble, he's followed it up with seven goals and 17 points 
in 35 games. What's really important for Tampa, too, is that he's a value 
at $1.8 million through this season. 

3. Vegas Golden Knights 

Toronto gets a fifth-rounder, Chicago gets Malcolm Subban, Slava 
Demin, second-rounder, Vegas gets Robin Lehner and Martins Dzierkals 

Look at all those names. The bottom line is Vegas came out of it with 
Lehner, who was in the midst of a great season behind a defensively 
porous Chicago team that nobody apparently wanted to believe in. 
Lehner was in the last season of his deal and re-upped with Vegas in the 
off-season for $5 million and five years, giving them a heck of a 1-2 
punch with Marc-Andre Fleury. And when Fleury's deal expires, Lehner 
will still be there under contract. 

4. Washington Capitals 

2020 second-rounder, 2021 third-rounder to San Jose for Brenden Dillon 

The Caps did what contenders tend to do at last year's deadline and 
added some defensive depth, but Dillon isn't just a bottom-of-the-lineup 
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player. He's suitable for a top-four position as a defence-first player and 
brings the kind of physicality that lends itself better to post-season play. 
The Caps inked him to a four-year extension at a $3.9-million cap hit in 
the off-season. 

5. Carolina Hurricanes 

Erik Haula, Lucas Wallmark, Chase Priskie, Eetu Luostarinen to Florida 
for Vincent Trocheck 

Luostarinen, 22, is the only one moved who is playing NHL games for the 
Panthers this season, averaging 14:05 a game. But Trocheck is having a 
monster of a comeback season. He had been a rising possession 
monster as Florida's 2C, but injuries slowed him a bit. This year he's 
been a point-per-game player and, after missing a couple weeks in 
March to injury, returned to record an assist on Tuesday. He has 
Carolina's second-best shots-for percentage at 5-on-5 and starts less 
than half his shifts in the offensive zone. He's signed at $4.75 million 
through next season, too. 

Remaining Time -0:42 

Hurricanes' Necas slides slick no-look feed for Trocheck goal 

6. Pittsburgh Penguins 

Matt Murray to Ottawa for Jonathan Gruden, 2020 second-rounder 

The Pens had too many goalies (again) and with Murray and Tristan 
Jarry both as a summer RFAs they chose to keep the one who posted 
better numbers in 2019-20 and who they could re-sign for less. Go figure. 
Seeing Murray run hot and cold in Ottawa has already raised questions 
about how tenable his new contract is, while Jarry was improving all 
season before an injury this week. The goalie market isn't strong, so 
getting a prospect and a second-rounder (Joel Blomqvist) for a relatively 
expensive one is a nice return. 

7. Toronto Maple Leafs 

Trevor Moore, 2020 third-rounder to Los Angeles for Jack Campbell and 
Kyle Clifford 

Could think about the Kasperi Kapanen trade from last summer here, but 
where would the Leafs be without Jack Campbell right now? He's the key 
to the deal. Clifford brought sandpaper and toughness for a time, but 
Campbell is someone who could make the Leafs think long and hard 
about moving ahead without Frederik Andersen beyond this season, and 
instead consider a tandem replacement. We'll see. Campbell comes 
cheap at a $1.65-million cap hit through next season and is a well-liked 
teammate. 

8. Florida Panthers 

Mike Matheson and Colton Sceviour to Pittsburgh for Patric Hornqvist 

Matheson's $4.875-million cap hit through 2025-26 was becoming a 
potential problem so shipping that out was a positive itself. But Hornqvist 
has been incredible for the Panthers this season and a key reason why 
they're near the top of the league. He has 25 points in 33 games and we 
know his best is always reserved for the playoffs. 

9. New York Islanders 

First-, second-, and third-round picks to Ottawa for Jean-Gabriel Pageau 

Look, I'm personally not a fan of moving a package like that for a third-
liner you then re-sign for $5 million and six seasons, but hey, it's worked 
for Lou Lamoriello and the Islanders. By that measure, this was their best 
trade. Pageau was a big factor in the bubble last summer and he's their 
fourth-highest scorer at the moment. 

10. Minnesota Wild 

Jason Zucker to Pittsburgh for Alex Galchehnyuk, Calen Addison, 2021 
first-rounder 

Zucker is a fine enough player, but $5.5 million for a goal scorer who 
should get you between 20 and 25 is a high price. The Wild needed to 
clear out room for younger players, too, and have carried on just great. 
This deal was made ahead of last season's deadline, so with hindsight, it 
looks even better in a flat cap world. Now the Wild have a first-rounder to 
look forward to this summer and will pick twice on Day 1. 

Ennis pulls off nice toe drag before ripping puck past Murray 

11. Edmonton Oilers 

2021 fifth-rounder to Ottawa for Tyler Ennis 

Scoring depth was the target for Edmonton last season and while 
Andreas Athanasiou didn't pan out, Ennis played well enough to earn a 
one-year follow-up contract. He scored a goal and added an assist in the 
three-game qualification round series loss and has nine points in 27 
games this season. Ken Holland only worked around the edges last 
season and this was the best pick up. 

12. Winnipeg Jets 

Carl Dahlstrom, 2022 third-rounder to Vegas for Paul Stastny 

In what was a perpetual search for a second-line centre, the Jets had 
grown accustomed to giving up first-rounders for short-term fixes there. 
This time they were able to take advantage of Vegas' need to dump 
salary in the off-season and get Stastny again, this time for minimal cost. 
Stastny has been productive and versatile in his second go-around with 
the Jets, who later solved the long-term need at 2C with the Pierre-Luc 
Dubois trade. 

13. Boston Bruins 

Danton Heinen to Anaheim for Nick Ritchie 

They made two trades last season and both are showing up on our 
Power Rankings. This is the deal they won, picking up Ritchie who would 
be on pace for a career season in a full-length schedule and still might 
put up personal bests even in a shortened one. He comes in at more 
than $1 million less than Heinen and the Ducks have again been 
exploring trades for that player, too. 

14. Montreal Canadiens 

Max Domi, 2020 third-rounder to Columbus for Josh Anderson 

It just wasn't working for Domi in Montreal anymore, and Columbus' hope 
of turning him back into a centre hasn't come to fruition. In the meantime, 
the Canadiens got the size they needed on the wings and someone to 
add scoring punch. Anderson started red hot, but has just two goals in 
his past 17 games. That's how goal-scorers go sometimes. The risk for 
Montreal came when they signed Anderson to long-term $5.5-million cap 
hit, but the trade itself was a clear upgrade for a team that sees itself as a 
Cup contender. 

15. Arizona Coyotes 

Derek Stepan to Ottawa for 2021 second-rounder 

Honestly, there's not a lot to choose from here. This is better than the 
cost paid to bring in Taylor Hall as a rental. The Coyotes are pick-hungry 
and were able to get a pretty early second-rounder for a 30-year-old on 
the decline. Stepan is out for the season now and the Sens likely had 
designs on flipping him by the deadline, but in the climate we see today 
it's hard to imagine them being able to recoup a second. 

Stützle takes Stepan's outlet pass and beats Koskinen five-hole 

16. Nashville Predators 

Austin Watson to Ottawa for 2021 fourth-round pick 

Yeah, pretty underwhelming. They did get back a mid-round pick for a 
player they likely would have lost to free agency anyway. David Poile has 
been quiet in terms of big trades for a while -- but that could change by 
April 12. 
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17. St. Louis Blues 

Joel Edmundson, Dominik Bokk, 2021 seventh-rounder to Carolina for 
Justin Faulk, 2020 fifth-round pick 

This was easily St. Louis' most substantial trade in this time period and 
Faulk has been a good add for the team. Both in the playoffs last season 
and so far in 2021, no Blues defenceman has a better 5-on-5 shots-for 
percentage. The offence didn't come for him in the bubble and he's 
running a bit cold again right now, but he's the team leader in even 
strength and shorthanded ice time. But there are two ways to look at this. 
When Faulk was traded for and then signed, the Blues didn't have an 
abundance of cap space and still had to re-sign Alex Pietrangelo, which 
of course, didn't happen. Torey Krug was the final nail that ended 
Pietrangelo's time as a Blue, but the Faulk acquisition was the start of 
that preparation. 

18. New York Rangers 

Brady Skjei to Carolina for 2020 first-rounder 

Skjei comes with a $5.25-million cap hit, which weighed a bit much so 
they elected to trade him ahead of a modified clause factoring in. The 
Rangers are still rebuilding and, with hindsight, the additional cap space 
will help them navigate the next few seasons. They also have a budding 
young defence core with Adam Fox and K'Andre Miller, plus Jacob 
Trouba under contract for a while. With the first-round pick, they chose 
defenceman Braden Schneider, who's off to a hot start with nine points in 
eight games in the WHL this season. 

19. Dallas Stars 

Emil Djuse to Florida for 2020 sixth-rounder 

Who? What? The Stars have made exactly two trades since the start of 
last season and neither were particularly notable. Maybe they can give 
us something to talk about in 2021 with a John Klingberg or Esa Lindell 
deal? We can hope. 

20. Philadelphia Flyers 

Kyle Criscuolo, 2020 fourth-rounder to Anaheim for Derek Grant 

It's been a pretty deliberate process after a little over two years with 
Chuck Fletcher at the helm and as a buyer at last year's deadline, his 
most notable move was acquiring versatile bottom-sixer Grant. Grant 
played a fair amount of PK minutes in the bubble and added a couple of 
assists before departing back for Anaheim as a free agent. 

21. Chicago Blackhawks 

Brendan Perlini to Detroit for Alec Regula 

We could pick another one or two and give the Hawks a nod for any 
salary cap savings, but this one put another prospect in the system. And 
that's what it's all about for them now, right? Perlini is playing in Europe 
this season while Regula, a third-rounder from 2018, is an AHL rookie 
out of the OHL. Time will tell if the defenceman makes it or not, but he 
brings more potential and time to achieve it than Perlini. 

Remaining Time -0:45 

Laine zips a blistering slapshot on Lankinen 

 from Sportsnet 

Examining Patrik Laine's cold streak, what he needs to do to score again 

Sportlogiq Staff 

Sabres break losing streak, remain among worst of salary cap era 

Daniel Rainbird 

28. Vancouver Canucks 

2022 third-rounder to Vegas for Nate Schmidt 

Honourable mention to the Tyler Toffoli trade at last year's deadline, but 
let's not overthink this. The Canucks got a top-four defender signed 
through 2025 for peanuts because the Golden Knights had to shed 
substantial salary. 

29. Anaheim Ducks 

Ondrej Kase to Boston for David Backes, Axel Andersson, 2020 first-
rounder 

Kase is a heck of an intriguing talent and Boston was hopeful he'd shore 
up their secondary scoring. But he's had trouble staying healthy and has 
played just two games this season. The big win for the rebuilding Ducks 
was getting a first-round pick. They have a track record of picking well in 
the draft and used Boston's selection to nab Jacob Perreault. With the 
OHL yet to start, the 18-year-old is playing in the AHL and has four points 
in 11 games. 

30. Detroit Red Wings 

Andreas Athanasiou and Ryan Kuffner to Edmonton for 2020 and 2021 
second-rounders and Sam Gagner 

You can see what the playoff-bound Oilers were hoping would happen: 
Athanasiou could bring his speed alongside one of their stars and ride 
shotgun to provide an offensive boost. It didn't really play out that way 
and he became a free agent after not getting a qualifying offer. The Red 
Wings probably would have come to the same conclusion, so getting a 
couple good draft picks was a nice return. 

31. Buffalo Sabres 

Marcus Johansson to Minnesota for Eric Staal 

When you're making a "best of" list and have to include the Buffalo 
Sabres, you're gonna have a bad time. Staal struggled in Buffalo, but so 
did everyone. At least they were able to flip him last week to Montreal for 
third- and fifth-round picks -- not a home run, but at least some lottery 
tickets they need. The Wild might try and flip Johansson, too, but if not, 
will likely lose him for nothing as a UFA. This was as good as it got for 
the Sabres last season. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Rise of virus variants has Canucks worried about outbreak 
worsening 

 

Iain MacIntyre 

April 2, 2021, 7:56 PM 

 

VANCOUVER — The most alarming part about the Vancouver Canucks’ 
COVID outbreak is that the crisis is still likely to get worse. 

News Friday that the number of players entrapped by the coronavirus 
has swelled to eight extends the frightening trend of an expanding 
outbreak in the National Hockey League’s Northwest outpost. In 
consecutive days, the number of Canucks going into COVID protocol has 
grown from one, to two, to eight. At least one member of the coaching 
staff has also tested positive. 

Players Quinn Hughes, Alex Edler, Braden Holtby, Antoine Roussel and 
Zack MacEwen were added to the protocol list on Friday, based on 
Thursday testing and ongoing contact-tracing. Another player, as yet 
unnamed, has gone into protocol from Vancouver’s taxi squad. 

The National Hockey League team has made no public comments since 
the Canucks’ home game Wednesday against the Calgary Flames was 
postponed shortly before faceoff, when Vancouver defenceman Travis 
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Hamonic joined forward Adam Gaudette on the protocol list. Gaudette 
was pulled from practice on Tuesday when results returned 24 hours 
after Monday’s daily test came back positive. 

Privately, there is a lot of concern within the organization that medical 
evidence suggests more positive tests could follow. 

The NHL announced Thursday that the Canucks would not practise until 
at least Tuesday, nor play again until Thursday. Those target dates are 
expected to be pushed back as more players get added to the COVID 
list. 

We may never know what strains of the coronavirus have hit the 
Canucks, but the Vancouver Coastal Health region has become a global 
hotspot for the highly-transmissible P.1 Brazilian variant. 

The Canadian Press reported Thursday that St. Paul’s Hospital, which 
screens positive samples in the Vancouver area, had identified by 
Wednesday night 480 confirmed cases of the P.1 variant. This regional 
total was more than any country outside of Brazil has recorded, the news 
agency reported. 

The Whistler Blackcomb ski resort, less than 90 minutes north of 
Vancouver, was closed Tuesday after a P.1-dominated outbreak in the 
host village for the 2010 Winter Olympics. 

The Brazil variant is 2½ times more transmissible than the most common 
coronavirus strain and far more likely to afflict people in the 20- to 39-
years-old age group – a demographic that encompasses nearly all 
professional athletes. 

The NHL has dealt this season with significant COVID-19 outbreaks in 
several American cities. But the most serious of these, in Dallas, Buffalo 
and New Jersey, all occurred in the first month of the season before 
coronavirus variants, like those originating in Brazil and the United 
Kingdom, appeared in significant numbers in North America. 

That’s partly why this outbreak in April among the Canucks feels more 
threatening. It also comes with just six weeks left in the NHL’s 56-game 
truncated season. 

“Each situation we have dealt with has involved its own unique facts and 
circumstances,” NHL deputy commissioner Bill Daly told Sportsnet in an 
email on Friday. “So, there’s never a one-size-fits-all solution. I wouldn’t 
consider this situation to be any more worrisome or concerning than any 
other. The potential variant aspect and the timing within the season are 
just two potentially distinguishing facts from some other cases. Nothing 
more.” 

Daly said there has been “no consideration” given to shortening the 
Canucks’ season by reducing the number of games they’ll play after 
emerging from their shutdown. 

Even if the Canucks resume playing Thursday against the Flames, which 
seems unlikely, they would need to survive 19 games in 34 days to 
complete the season. And this assumes the NHL extends Vancouver’s 
schedule from its original May 8 conclusion to the May 11 cut-off the 
league has established. 

The Canucks, almost hopelessly out of a playoff spot in the Canadian 
division, have four straight games scheduled against the last-place 
Ottawa Senators April 22-28. These could easily be eliminated without 
impacting the integrity of the playoff race. 

But the NHL would still have to juggle schedules for the other five teams 
in the division for the Canucks to play games that week that are more 
relevant to the standings. 

In the most serious outbreaks early in the season, in New Jersey and 
Buffalo after the teams played each other on consecutive nights Jan. 30 
and 31, the Sabres went 14 days without playing and had six games 
postponed. The Devils were shuttered 15 days and missed seven 
games. And, by the way, the number of New Jersey players on the 
protocol list peaked at 19, so the Canucks may have a way to go yet 
before we know the scope of their outbreak. 

If the Canucks don’t play for 15 days dating from Gaudette’s positive test 
result on Tuesday, their next game wouldn't be until April 14 against the 
Edmonton Oilers. That would leave only 28 days to play 19 games. 

It’s a bad situation. And getting worse. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Oilers showing true promise with ability to win amid late-
season tumult 

 

Mark Spector 

April 3, 2021, 1:23 AM 

 

EDMONTON — The term 'It’s a mental game' used to be somewhat 
cliché. 

Not now. Not in a pandemic season. 

Whether you’re the Calgary Flames, a team that can see a loss coming 
these days long before it arrives. Or the Edmonton Oilers, a road-weary 
club whose schedule is in flux, that trailed twice Friday night but found a 
way to win 3-2 in regulation. 

The orange team believes. You can just see it in the way they handle 
themselves in a one-game homestand sandwiched between two trips out 
East — almost a scheduled loss over the years, when you’re a club on 
the Western prairies. 

And the Flames? Their playoff dreams have expired, now 12 points 
behind Edmonton and Winnipeg with equal games played, and five back 
of the Montreal Canadiens, who have — count ‘em — five games in hand 
on Calgary. 

The loss to Edmonton Friday was a final nail in the Calgary coffin. 

“We’ve done a good job to separate ourselves from the pack a little bit, 
and we want to continue to do that,” said Oilers goalie Mike Smith. “Give 
teams that are out of the playoffs right now no hope, and looking in.” 

The sign of a team that has promise is when it can win under varying 
circumstances. A team that’s never out of it no matter what the score, or 
how the schedule comes at them. 

The Oilers, who had three games against Montreal postponed last week 
and a Hockey Night in Canada date with Vancouver postponed this 
weekend, are showing signs of being that team. 

Smith says commitment to winning 'takes everybody' in win over Flames 

They ran their record to 5-2 against Calgary this season despite the fact 
the Flames led 1-0 and 2-1. They got two power-play goals engineered 
by Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl, and once again Smith was better 
than Jacob Markstrom, who let McDavid’s third-period wrist shot bleed 
through for the game-winner. 

“You need to be able to win in different circumstances,” Oilers head 
coach Dave Tippett said. “There are times when your top players can do 
it, your power play can do it, your penalty kill can do it… Your goalie can 
find a way to hang in a game for you. 

“There are different ways, and our team, we talk about it. No matter what 
happens, we’ve got to find a way to win.” 

The Smith-Markstrom relationship fascinates, considering how Oilers GM 
Ken Holland went hard after Markstrom as a free agent last off-season. 
When he lost out to the Flames on a six-year, $36-million deal, Holland 
went back to Smith one a one-year pact worth $1.5 million. 
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The results? 

Head-to-head Smith has crushed Markstrom this season, and on the 
season the Oilers netminder’s stats are superior, posting a .919 saves 
percentage to Markstrom’s .901. On Friday, Smith simply refused to 
allow the next one, keeping his team alive until Markstrom surrendered 
the last one. 

“It’s a mindset you have to have,” Smith said. “When the other team gets 
the lead you have to keep it within reach. When you’re just down a goal, 
your team is still far from done. That’s one thing that’s been exciting our 
team this year is, when you’re down one or two goals, you’re just one 
shot away from getting back in the game. 

“When we’re down we can come back, and when we have the lead we 
can close games out.” 

They did both against Calgary, a team that is officially playing out the 
string with 18 games left on its schedule. 

Of course, that’s all relative, isn’t it? Calgary has two games scheduled 
with Vancouver this week, as does Edmonton the week after. The whole 
COVID thing had Tippett nervous about how his team would play Friday, 
as their two-game homestand was whittled down to just one. 

“As a coach you’re concerned about coming home from a long trip, lots of 
stuff going on around (the team), with the game postponed (Saturday). 
You’re concerned about how your team is going to compete,” he said. 
“Coming off that trip, there wasn’t a lot of energy in our group. We won 
that game in Toronto, then we got on the plane and went back to 
Montreal. Everyone was looking at each other like, ‘Where are we 
going?’ It’s a game that was kinda thrown in there.” 

The grind of staying inside and trying to avoid bringing the virus inside 
the locker room, coupled with a schedule that gets changed even when 
you do your part, leaves Tippett very aware of the mental toll this weird 
regular season is taking on his charges. 

“We’re trying to monitor our group as best we can,” Tippett said. “Trying 
to make sure they get enough, not just physical rest but mental rest, 
because that’s going to be a factor coming down the stretch. 

“We talked about it after the game tonight: Who knows what’s going to 
happen with our schedule now? You’ve just got to take whatever is in 
front of you, but you’ve got to be ready to accept that challenge also.” 

It’s a challenge that one Alberta team is up to. 

And the other one? Sorry — it’s next year country in the Stampede City. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Senators' Bernard-Docker, Pinto signings another step 
toward bright future 

 

Wayne Scanlan 

April 2, 2021, 11:29 AM 

 

With no playoffs on the horizon, the Ottawa Senators continue to focus 
on their future. 

Defenceman Jacob Bernard-Docker and centre Shane Pinto are 
expected to be significant pieces of that picture. Within hours of each 
other on Thursday, Bernard-Docker and Pinto agreed to three-year, 
entry-level contracts with the team that drafted them. The pair have been 
teammates with the Division I University of North Dakota Fighting Hawks 
the past two seasons. 

On an April Fools’ Day that would see the Senators fall meekly to the 
Montreal Canadiens 4-1, this was nevertheless a great day for the 
organization, getting Pinto and "JBD" signed. 

Bernard-Docker, 20, is the veteran of Ottawa’s four UND prospects and 
joins Ottawa after three seasons at North Dakota. Pinto, a junior, is a 
finalist for the Hobey Baker Award, the winner of which will be 
announced next week. 

Together they made the long trek from Grand Forks, N.D., on Friday – 
four hours by car to Minneapolis for the flight to Ottawa, and then both 
will quarantine in a suburban hotel for seven days before joining the 
Senator’s NHL roster. 

For Bernard-Docker, the first to sign and then made available on a Zoom 
call to Ottawa media, the NHL contract made him think back to the 
excitement of getting drafted in the first round, 26th overall, in 2018. 

"It’s something I’ve been dreaming of my whole life," Bernard-Docker 
said about turning pro. "Hopefully this is just the start, and all the hard 
work has paid off but I still have a lot to prove and I'm just super thankful 
for everyone who has helped me get here." 

JBD said his parents, Rolanda and Thomas, were even more excited 
than he was when the deal got done. Family and friends busting, as one 
could imagine. 

"Just pure excitement from everyone," Bernard-Docker said. "Couldn’t be 
happier to be taking this next step." 

As thrilled as he is to join an NHL team, Bernard-Docker said it is 
bittersweet to leave a college home like UND, where the players, 
coaches and staff created a supportive, winning culture. 

"What makes North Dakota so special is not the facilities," JBD said. "It's 
not the huge rink. It’s the fans, the people and just how much everyone 
cares about you. They want to make you a better person and a better 
player as well. That’s something I’ll never forget." 

Pinto, 20, it could be argued, is the most improved player since his draft 
day. A skinny, strapping kid out of Franklin Square, N.Y., Pinto was a 
32nd-overall pick by Ottawa in 2019. 

With the help of head coach Brad Berry and his staff at UND, Pinto 
turned himself into a two-way force, scoring one-timers from the "Ovie" 
spot and becoming a strong defensive centre as well. I will never forget 
Berry’s quote to sportsnet.ca before this season began, talking about 
Pinto and his obsession with winning faceoffs. He was making the point 
that Pinto takes great pride in getting the puck and possessing it. 

"We do a lot of faceoff work with centres and wingers jumping in, and I 
sometimes worry he’s going to rip someone’s arms off because for 
Shane, it’s for keeps, even in practice," Berry said. 

Pinto had a faceoff percentage of 61.9 per cent. He scored seven power-
play goals. As an astounding measure of Pinto’s discipline, consider that 
this bruising forward took his penalty minutes from 46 to four from his 
freshman to junior season. That’s one way to ensure more ice time. 

Berry says that Pinto is not only adept at one-timing pucks, but also 
dishing the puck with a cross-seam pass when that is the appropriate 
play. 

"He can really discern when to shoot and when to pass," Berry said. 

Their last college game together was beyond memorable, a five-overtime 
loss to the University of Minnesota Duluth on the weekend. Jake 
Sanderson, a UND defenceman and Ottawa’s top prospect at the school, 
hit the post just moments before Minnesota scored the winning goal. 

The next day, Bernard-Docker wondered if he had dreamed the whole 
thing – UND scoring two late goals to force overtime; Minnesota having a 
goal called back due to an offside call; the assorted goal posts hit that 
could have ended the game differently. 
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"There were just so many emotions in that game, and definitely that was 
a tough one to lose, but that’s something in 10, 20 years I’m going to look 
back on and be thankful I was just part of that experience," Bernard-
Docker said. "It was like nothing I’ve ever experienced before so it was a 
pretty cool thing to be a part of." 

JBD, six-foot-one and 190 pounds, is pencilled in as a future top-four D-
man for Ottawa – a solid, all-around defenceman best known for his 
defensive play. 

Pinto, a six-foot-three, right-shot centre, had 15 goals and 17 assists for 
32 points in 28 games for the Fighting Hawks this season. 

Senators head coach D.J. Smith had a chance to comment on the 
Bernard-Docker signing prior to the Montreal game. 

"As a finished product, he can be a shutdown guy that can also pop 
passes, get up in the rush," Smith said of Bernard-Docker. "He’s a good 
skater and he’s the kind of guy that can play in all situations. 

"Top-four guys in this league are hard to come by and we believe he’s 
that guy." 

In Pinto, Smith is probably seeing a second- or third-line centre of the 
future. Responsible defensively with a scoring touch. 

Both arrive in the NHL as college award winners. This week, Pinto was 
named among the three finalists for college player of the year. He also 
became the first player in National Collegiate Hockey Conference 
(NCHC) history to be recognized as its "forward of the year" and best 
defensive forward. 

On March 10, Bernard-Docker was awarded the NCHC “defensive 
defenceman” of the year honour. Bernard-Docker produced 60 points in 
three UND seasons, including three goals and 15 assists this past 
season. 

"Jacob represents another key component of our future," Senators 
general manager Pierre Dorion said in a statement. "He’s very mature for 
his age and already possesses great gap and stick detail within his 
game. He’s an exemplary leader and a winner who we’re looking forward 
to seeing in our lineup." 

Bernard-Docker demonstrated his leadership when he joined teammate 
Jasper Weatherby by taking a knee during the U.S. national anthem prior 
to the first game of the season, a statement in support of racial equality 
and justice. 

Jacob Bernard-Docker, left, and Jasper Weatherby kneel before an 
NCAA Div. I hockey game on Dec. 2, 2020. (Omaha/Mark Kuhlmann) 

Dorion was equally effusive in his praise of Pinto, who has made that 
32nd-overall pick look like a steal to this point. 

"Shane should be very proud of what was an exceptional collegiate 
career," Dorion said of his prized centre man. "He’s a player with a very 
high work ethic who demonstrates a strong ability to play in all three 
zones. He was an elite faceoff performer at UND who possesses a great 
shot, including a deceptive one-timer and knack for scoring from both in 
tight and from a distance." 

With Bernard-Docker and Pinto signed, the Senators still have other UND 
prospects – 

defenceman Sanderson, selected fifth overall in 2020, and Tyler Kleven, 
a 44th-overall pick in the same draft. While the smooth-skating 
Sanderson could likely jump in to help the Senators right away, Kleven, a 
big, raw D-man, will need a bit more time. 

Sanderson was the best player on the ice in UND’s 5OT thriller, leading 
his team with eight shots on goal. 

31 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

It will help Pinto and Bernard-Docker to arrive as a tandem. They already 
have some connections in the room based on being selected by Ottawa 
two and three years ago. Messages from Senators alternate captain 
Brady Tkachuk, a fellow 2018 first-rounder, meant a lot to Bernard-
Docker. 

"I got drafted with Brady that year and he’s done a really good job of 
keeping me in the loop, if I ever need anything or want to talk about 
Ottawa or anything," Bernard-Docker says. 

"I had a few guys text me. (Thomas) Chabot and Colin White also texted 
me. That meant a lot that those guys took time out of their days to 
message me and say congratulations (on signing). They said if I need 
anything, I could contact them. Pretty cool." 

Bernard-Docker says that while he will join the Senators as a confident 
player, he is also willing to listen and adapt to whatever role the coaching 
staff has for him. 

Both players will be biding their time and training off-ice for the next 
seven days. 

"Not being on the ice is a little different so I’m probably going to have a 
little bit of rust when I first step on the ice," Bernard-Docker says. "But I 
think I’m going to be so excited and pumped up I’ll forget about not 
playing for seven days." 
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TSN.CA / Galchenyuk playing with no shortage of motivation 

 

Mark Masters 

 

Alex Galchenyuk was asked if bouncing around so many teams the last 
few years has motivated him.  

"I mean, yes and no, to be honest," the former third overall pick said. "It's 
not like it's the foundation, that I've been on a few teams and that's why 
I'm super motivated. I trained well all summer and prepared for a big year 
and things don't work out, but you stick with it." 

Galchenyuk is playing like a man with no shortage of motivation right 
now. Six games into his Leafs career and the winger seems to have 
found a home on Toronto's second line skating alongside John Tavares 
and William Nylander.  

"Since he's been a part of that line, really since he's come into our lineup, 
he has been very consistent in his work habits, in his details, very 
competitive, and when the puck comes to him he makes a play with it," 
noted Sheldon Keefe.  

The coach usually starts the Auston Matthews line in games, but sent the 
Tavares unit out for the opening face-off of each period on Wednesday 
night. And Galchenyuk is certainly doing his part to set the tone.  

"He's come in with a great attitude," observed Tavares. "Enjoys playing. 
Just has a real passion for the game and he brings a lot of intensity. He 
wants to go out there and make a difference and make his presence felt 
... Certainly, the skill-set's there. The desire and work ethic is there so 
sometimes it's just timing and opportunity." 

'Funny how things work out': Matthews, Galchenyuk reunited in Toronto 

After training together in Phoenix during the off-season, Alex Galchenyuk 
and Auston Matthews have been reunited in Toronto. "I definitely learned 
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a few things," Galchenyuk said of the sessions with Matthews' long-time 
trainer Boris Dorozhenko. "It’s funny how things work out. When I got 
traded, he texted me right away and we spoke about it." Matthews likes 
the energy Galchneyuk has brought to the Leafs. 

Keefe has lauded Galchenyuk's ability on the forecheck calling him 
underrated in that regard. It’s something T.J. Brodie notices as well.  

"He plays a fast game and he's always hounding the puck and on the 
forecheck with a good stick," the Leafs defenceman said. "The chemistry 
on that line has been good." 

"He's got a good sense of where to be," added Tavares, "finding the 
open ice, open places where we can get him the puck and sustain puck 
possession and pressure and create opportunities. So, he continues to 
get more comfortable and confidence continues to grow."  

Galchenyuk, who has picked up three assists with the Leafs, is doing his 
best to tune out the chatter about his career trajectory.  

"I try and let my game speak for myself," he said, "and, as of late, going 
out there and working as hard as I can and competing and making plays 
on both sides of the rink and trying to set up my teammates for good 
opportunities." 

Galchenyuk only got an eight-game audition in Ottawa to start the 
season. He scored one goal with the Senators, which came against the 
Winnipeg Jets. Despite possessing a howitzer of a shot, he has yet to 
bulge the twine with Toronto. 

"Haven't scored yet which is something I definitely try and focus on and 
[want to] get a first one as a Leaf and get on the board," he 
acknowledged.  

Eager for first goal, Galchenyuk making the most of opportunity with 
Leafs 

With three assists over his first six games with the Maple Leafs, Alex 
Galchenyuk has not looked out of place when playing with John Tavares 
and William Nylander. Head coach Sheldon Keefe and d-man Sheldon 
Keefe have both not only been impressed with his skill but his 
determination and how he "hounds the puck." They spoke about 
Galchenyuk after the team's optional skate. 

--- 

During his mid-season media session, general manager Kyle Dubas 
revealed most of his trade-related calls revolved around adding a 
forward. Perhaps the emergence of Galchenyuk will reduce the need to 
acquire a top-six winger?  

"I don't know," Keefe said with a smile. "You're going to have to find a 
way to get to ask Kyle a question and get him to answer that one." 

But the coach did say he’d be comfortable waking up on April 13, a day 
after the trade deadline, with the same group of players he has at his 
disposal now.  

"Yeah, I mean, we’ve been rolling as a team and building a lot of positive 
feelings about the group and the camaraderie of the team has been 
strong all season," Keefe said. 

Keefe is comfortable if Dubas doesn't add at deadline: 'We’ve been 
rolling' 

With the NHL's trade deadline quickly approaching, Sheldon Keefe was 
asked about the current state of the Maple Leafs' roster and whether or 
not the addition of Alex Galchenyuk means they won't look to add a 
forward. Keefe played coy, but said that he would be happy with the 
current group the rest of the way. 

--- 

The Matthews line produced the only two even-strength goals in 
Wednesday's game. Those goals came against the Pierre-Luc Dubois 
line and the Mark Scheifele line. But Toronto's big guns were held quiet 

down the stretch after Paul Maurice turned to his trusted checking line of 
Adam Lowry between Andrew Copp and Mason Appleton.  

"It's tough," Appleton said of the match-up. "First of all, when you have 
the puck you have to make responsible plays with it. You can't turn it over 
in basically any area of the ice otherwise they're coming back and playing 
with speed through the neutral zone and they'll be in the offensive zone 
for a while. It starts with managing the puck right. If you don't have the 
puck, it's about being aggressive on them. Some people have a tendency 
to sit back and lay back when a guy's coming with a lot of speed or a lot 
of skill but that's not always how you defend. We go at them and try and 
get on the body and make them turn the puck over that way. Me, Lows 
and Copper, we can do a good job of that if we get that match tonight. 
We'll get on the body and make it a really hard night for them." 

In the nearly seven minutes that Appleton and Matthews shared the ice 
in five-on-five play on Wednesday, shot attempts (5-0) and shots (1-0) 
favoured the Jets, per NaturalStatTrick.  

Appleton lives for this type of showdown.  

"It's awesome," he said. "Playing against some of the best players in 
hockey presents an incredible challenge and you got to be right in a lot of 
areas of your game to defend them. They'll get opportunities, but you 
have to bounce back. We were good at times, but there's definitely 
another step to take and we'll have that figured out tonight."   

Matthews is plus-9 over his last seven games, which is his best stretch of 
the season in that department. 

Lowry line embracing challenge of taking on Matthews-Marner combo 

Wednesday night, Paul Maurice put Andrew Copp, Adam Lowry and 
Mason Appleton on assignment to try and slow down Auston Matthews 
and Mitch Marner. Entering play tonight, Appleton is excited to take the 
challenge head-on once again. As well, Maple Leafs head coach 
Sheldon Keefe talked about what the Matthews line has to do differently 
against a harder-checking group like Lowry's. 

--- 

Travis Dermott played just seven minutes and 58 seconds on 
Wednesday, but Keefe insists the team is pleased with what the 24-year-
old defenceman is bringing to the table.  

"I know that there's focus at times when he doesn't play a lot, but I don't 
look at that as a great representation of how we feel about his season," 
the coach stressed. "He's been the six defenceman and sometimes the 
way the game goes, whether it's penalties, special teams, matchups, 
score, all those kind of things, you tend to shorten the bench and it's 
usually the sixth defenceman that gets caught up in that a little bit. I think 
when we look at his game there's definitely been good nights for him, 
really strong nights where it's all come together, and there's others when 
it's been strong on the defensive side, but play with the puck hasn't really 
been there. I think when we look at the large sample he's done what 
we've asked of him." 

Dermott is averaging 12 minutes and 36 seconds of ice time this season.  

Toronto's defence has remained healthy most of the year although 
Dermott did get a two-game look in the top four after Jake Muzzin got 
hurt in February.  

--- 

Jets captain Blake Wheeler is a game-time decision.  

Keefe was not asked any lineup-related questions this morning. This is 
how the team practised on Thursday:  

Hyman - Matthews - Marner  

Galchenyuk - Tavares - Nylander 

Thornton - Kerfoot - Spezza  

Mikheyev - Engvall - Simmonds 
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Barabanov - Brooks - Sabourin 

Rielly - Brodie  

Muzzin - Holl 

Dermott - Bogosian 

Marincin - Liljegren  

Campbell 

Hutchinson 

Scott 
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TSN.CA / Canucks' growing COVID-19 list could strain NHL schedule 

What happens next after Friday's news that six additional Vancouver 
Canucks players will appear on the NHL’s COVID-19 protocol list Friday 
after positive tests? TSN Senior Hockey Reporter Frank Seravalli has 
more. 

 

Frank Seravalli 

 

The news that six additional Vancouver Canucks players will appear on 
the NHL’s COVID-19 protocol list Friday after positive tests, marking 
Canada’s first team-wide flare-up of the virus, did not create a ripple in 
and of itself. 

More positives were to be expected, especially since forward Adam 
Gaudette tested positive after initially participating in Tuesday's practice. 

Defenceman Travis Hamonic was added to the protocol list on Thursday 
along with a member of the Canucks’ coaching staff. That brings the total 
number to eight players and one staff member in the protocol, after the 
initial two alone triggered the postponement of three games through April 
6. 

The real question is: What happens next? 

With only three games postponed as of now, one in Edmonton and two in 
Winnipeg, the make-up schedule is somewhat manageable for NHL 
matrix guru Steve Hatze Petros. 

For instance, one more game could be added to the Canucks’ stop in 
Edmonton on April 15, then the two final games against Winnipeg could 
be tacked on to the schedule on May 10-11. The NHL has already added 
eight make-up games to the docket on May 10, past the scheduled 
regular season end date of May 8. That would make for three games on 
May 11. 

But the NHL hasn’t broken the May 11 barrier yet – a date that was 
originally slated to be the opening night of the Stanley Cup playoffs. 

If the Canucks’ next two scheduled games in Calgary must also be 
postponed, well, then the NHL will have to consider extending beyond 
May 11 or the alternatives. 

If it’s two Calgary-Vancouver games that remain in the balance, contests 
likely to not have playoff implications, the NHL could choose to forego 
those and consider using points percentage to place the Flames and 
Canucks for draft lottery purposes. 

To this point, the NHL has purposely not publicly outlined its plans for 
what will happen if teams fall short of the 56-game scheduled season. 
The league preferred instead to cross that bridge when they come to it. 
They are close. 

For now, the NHL plans to take time to formulate a gameplan. 

Thursday’s press release indicated that “pending test results in the 
coming days,” the Canucks could avoid additional postponements and 
return to the ice on April 8. 

That would seem to be out the window with Friday’s news of six 
additional players in the protocol.  

With two players in the protocol, the Montreal Canadiens went 10 days 
between games, and four games were rescheduled, creating a ripple 
effect throughout the North Division schedule. 

It’s not out of the realm of possibility that with four times as many players 
in the protocol – a number that may grow – the Canucks will be off the 
ice for two weeks. There is already little runway left now for the NHL to 
stay within that May 11 window, not with the other North Division 
schedules nearly maxed out. 

While the Canucks take a deep breath, that may be easier said than 
done for anyone close to the Vancouver dressing room. 

Gaudette’s wife, Micaela, tweeted an update on Thursday that Gaudette 
“isn’t in great shape, but I’m taking good care of him.” 

Micaela also wrote: “People on Twitter are ruthless. A human being gets 
sick with a virus we don’t know much about and yalll [sic] are angry at 
him because you can’t watch a game on tv?” 

No matter what comes next on the schedule, her words were a needed 
dose of perspective. 

Remember, Hamonic is in it now – and he was the first player to opt out 
of the NHL’s return to play bubble in Edmonton last summer, saying in a 
statement that his decision came out of concern over his young daughter, 
who was hospitalized in 2019 with a respiratory virus. 

“We saw what a respiratory virus can do to our healthy little girl and it’s 
something no parent wants or should go through,” Hamonic wrote. “My 
family has and always will come first.” 
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TSN.CA / Red Wings' blue chippers, Caufield headline Top 75 prospects 
list 

As TSN Director of Scouting Craig Button explains in the unveiling of his 
Top 75 NHL-affiliated prospects, Detroit fans have a lot to be excited 
about in Moritz Seider and Lucas Raymond, while Montreal's newly-
signed winger looks ready  

 

Craig Button 

 

While the Detroit Red Wings have struggled over the past few seasons, 
there’s plenty of hope and excitement for the future with two of their high-
end players in the top three of our annual NHL-affiliated prospects 
ranking. 

At No. 1 is Moritz Seider, who was 25th on last year's list. The 6-foot-3, 
200-pound German blueliner has elevated his play to the next level with 
his size, physicality, puckhandling and offensive skill. Drafted sixth 
overall in 2019, he has the makings of a future No. 1 defenceman. 

Red Wings prospect Lucas Raymond, taken fourth overall in last 
October's draft, is No. 3 on our list. The winger, whose style of play is 
similar to Toronto Maple Leafs star Mitch Marner, has six goals and 18 
points in 34 games with Frolunda in the SHL this season. 
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In second spot is Montreal prospect Cole Caufield. The Wisconsin 
Badgers right winger was the top scorer in college hockey, is the 
favourite to win the Hobey Baker Award as the NCAA's best player, and 
captured gold with Team USA at the World Juniors. 

Caufield, who signed his three-year entry-level contract last weekend, 
looks ready to turn pro and make a contribution with the Canadiens. 
Drafted by Montreal in 2019, he has elite scoring ability. The Habs don't 
have a player like him in their current lineup, so they should give him a 
chance and see if he can bring that scoring touch. 

'It's been a wild 48 hours': Caufield set to begin pro career 

It has been a busy couple of days for Habs prospect Cole Caufield. His 
Wisconsin Badgers were eliminated from the NCAA championship, the 
2019 15th overall pick signed his entry level deal, and met the Montreal 
media Monday morning prior to boarding a plane to Quebec where he 
will begin his seven day quarantine. Once Caufield completes his 
isolation, he will start practicing with the AHL Laval Rocket in preparation 
for his first professional games. 

Spencer Knight, who signed his first contract with the Florida Panthers 
this week, is the top-ranked goaltender in our 75-player ranking. The 19-
year-old had a 16-4-1 record at Boston College this season with a 2.18 
goal-against average and .932 save percentage. He also helped lead the 
U.S. to gold at the World Juniors in January. 

Knight's college teammate Matthew Boldy, a left wing who signed with 
the Minnesota Wild this week, comes in at No. 5, while Knight's potential 
Panthers teammate Anton Lundell, a centre, checks in as our sixth-
ranked prospect. 

A couple of blueliners are up next with Ottawa's 2019 draft pick Jake 
Sanderson seventh and Edmonton Oilers prospect Philip Broberg at No. 
8. 

Centre Dylan Holloway, our ninth-ranked prospect, was a dominant 
player in college hockey after the World Juniors – likely the second-best 
college player after his Wisconsin teammate Caufield. Defenceman Nils 
Lundkvist of the New York Rangers rounds out the Top 10. 

On the team side, the Toronto Maple Leafs lead all Canadian franchises 
with five players in the Top 75 – defenceman Rasmus Sandin (No. 14), 
forwards Nick Robertson (No. 18), Rodion Amirov (No. 57) and Nicholas 
Abruzzese (No. 67) and defenceman Topi Niemela (No. 73). 

There's plenty to like in the Leafs' system, with Sandin and Niemela 
named the best defencemen at the 2020 and 2021 World Juniors 
respectively, Robertson leading the OHL in goal scoring last season, and 
Abruzzese leading NCAA freshman scoring last year. 

'I'm super pumped to be a Sen': Bernard-Docker on signing with Ottawa 

After being drafted 26th overall by Ottawa in 2018, defenceman Jacob 
Bernard-Docker stayed committed to the University of North Dakota the 
last three seasons. Bernard-Docker discusses how excited he is to sign 
with the Senators, how difficult the decision was to turn pro, how he feels 
he can help the team, and much more. 

The Oilers and Senators are next with four players each. Joining Broberg 
and Holloway in Edmonton's crop are blueliner Evan Bouchard (No. 43) 
and goaltender Stuart Skinner (No. 71). 

Ottawa has the University of North Dakota trio of Sanderson, Jacob 
Bernard-Docker (No. 44) and Shane Pinto (No. 61), as well as 
defenceman Erik Brannstrom (No. 19). Bernard-Docker and Pinto both 
signed their entry-level contracts on Thursday and could get a look in 
Ottawa's lineup soon. 

The Canadiens, Calgary Flames and Winnipeg Jets each have three 
players. Joining Caufield on Montreal list are blueliners Kaiden Guhle 
(No. 36) and Mattias Norlinder (No. 62), while Calgary has forwards 
Connor Zary (No. 37), Jakob Pelletier (No. 51) and goaltender Dustin 
Wolf (No. 58). Jets blueline prospects Ville Heinola (No. 12) and Dylan 
Samberg (No. 39) and forward Cole Perfetti (No. 27) make the list. 

The Vancouver Canucks have just one prospect in the Top 75 - right 
wing Vasili Podkolzin ranked 50th. 

The team with the most prospects in our ranking? It's good to be the 
Kings, with seven players – forwards Arthur Kaliyev (15th) Quinton 
Byfield (17th), Alex Turcotte (22nd), Rasmus Kupari (33rd) and Samuel 
Fagemo (74th) and defencemen Brock Faber (23rd) and Kim Nousiainen 
(69th) making the list. 
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USA TODAY / How do 2021 Buffalo Sabres compare to worst teams in 
NHL history? 

 

Jace Evans 

 

he 2021 Buffalo Sabres are one of the worst hockey teams of the 21st 
century. But how do they compare to the worst teams of all time?  

Though they finally won Wednesday night, ending a streak of 18 
consecutive losses (0-15-3) that tied the 2003-04 Pittsburgh Penguins for 
the longest losing skid in NHL history, they went right back to their losing 
ways Thursday night with a 3-2 overtime setback against the New York 
Rangers.  

The Sabres wake up Friday with a 7-23-6 record, their .278 points 
percentage the worst in franchise history – worse than their 2013-14 (21-
51-10, .317, 1.91 goals per game) and 2014-15 (23-51-8, .329, 1.96 
goals per game) teams, squads that were more or less openly tanking 
under former general manager Tim Murray. They struggle to score – 
they're last in the NHL in goals for (2.19 per game) – and don't defend 
particularly well – sitting 29th in goals against at 3.5 allowed per game – 
placing them last in the league in goal differential at -47.    

But as a look through NHL history shows, some truly horrendous teams 
have taken the ice over the years. How do these Sabres compare to 
teams of old? 

Here's a look back at some of the worst seasons among active 
franchises, starting with the Sabres' recent contemporaries:  

2019-20 Detroit Red Wings: Full-scale teardowns can bring pain and few 
teams experienced more of that than these Red Wings. They were an 
appalling 17-49-5 when the onset of the coronavirus pandemic ended 
their season with 11 games remaining. It's possible they would have 
fallen even further, but they ended their campaign with a .275 points 
percentage, third-worst in the franchise's 95-year history. They finished 
last in goals for (145, 2.04 per game) and goals against (267, 3.76). 
Worse, because of bad luck in the draft lottery, they picked fourth. 

2016-17 Avalanche: Coach Patrick Roy surprisingly resigned shortly 
before the season, but the team got off to an OK start (9-9-0) under 
coach Jared Bednar. Current stars Nathan MacKinnon, Gabriel 
Landeskog and Mikko Rantanen all played at least 70 games, but they 
were still young, developing players. They weren't able to stem the tide 
as the Avs started to go into free fall with six different losing streaks of at 
least five games. The team finished last in goals scored (166, 2.02 per 
game) and against (278, 3.39) and finished with a 22-56-4 record (.293). 

2003-04 Penguins: Actually just the fifth-worst Penguins team all-time by 
points percentage (.354, 23-47-8-4 record), this group lands on the list for 
what they represent. This franchise completely cratered in the early 
2000s and this team marked the nadir. The lowlight was losing 18 
consecutive games (0-17-1) in January and February. After the 2004-05 
lockout-canceled season, they won the lottery and picked Sidney Crosby. 
The worst Penguins team is the 1983-84 squad, which went 16-58-6 
(.238) as they may or may not have been tanking for Mario Lemieux. 
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1999-2000 Atlanta Thrashers: Atlanta got a team for a second time and 
the Thrashers promptly went 14-57-7-4 (.238) in their first season, 
finishing last in goals scored (170, 2.07 per game) and goals against 
(313, 3.82).  

1992-93 Ottawa Senators: The early success of the Vegas Golden 
Knights may have made people forget just how bad NHL expansion 
teams used to be. The Sens went 10-70-4 (.143) in their first season, 
their 24 points the second-fewest in NHL history in a season of at least 
70 games. They scored the fewest goals in the NHL (202, 2.4 per game) 
while giving up 395 (4.7 per game). That was actually only second-worst 
in the league, thanks to the... 

1992-93 San Jose Sharks: The Sharks got lit up in their second season 
in the NHL, conceding 414 goals (4.93 per game), the third-most allowed 
in league history. They scored 218 (2.6), eclipsing only the first-year 
Sens. The result was matching Ottawa in points (24) while recording the 
most losses in NHL history with a 11-71-2 record (.143).  

1989-90 Quebec Nordiques: As the 1990s arrived, this former Adams 
Division contender officially bottomed out. This Nordiques team began 
the year with three future Hall of Famers – and even one current one, 
Guy Lafleur having been inducted in 1988 before his return to hockey – 
but even a 100-point season from second-year pro Joe Sakic couldn't 
save Quebec from posting a 12-61-7 record (.194), the result of a league-
low 240 goals for (3 per game) and 407 against (5.09). Longtime stars 
Peter Stastny and Michel Goulet, the team's second- and third-leading 
scorers, were traded before the season was through and the team ended 
up using seven different goalies  during the season.  

1985-86 Detroit Red Wings: After two consecutive playoff appearances, 
the (winged) wheels completely came off in 1985-86. Detroit gave up 415 
goals, the second-most in NHL history (5.19 per game), while also 
scoring a league-low 266 (3.33). That produced a 17-57-6 record (.250) 
that stands as the worst in the proud franchise's history.  

1980-81 Winnipeg Jets: These Jets won their third game of the season 
on Oct. 17 and then didn't win again until Dec. 23, posting a 30-game 
winless streak (0-23-7) that stands as the NHL record. The team didn't 
get much better from there, going 9-57-14 (.200), while finishing last in 
goals for (245, 3.08 per game) and against (400, 5.0 per game).  

1975-76 Kansas City Scouts: In their second season in the NHL, the 
Scouts experienced a 27-game winless streak, the second-longest ever, 
on their way to a 12-56-12 record (.225). That would turn out to be their 
final season in Kansas City, as they moved to Colorado for six more bad 
seasons as the Rockies before  moving to New Jersey. The 1983-84 
Devils submitted the low-water mark for the team's time in the Garden 
State with a 17-56-7 record (.256); most famously, Wayne Gretzky said 
the Devils were "running a Mickey Mouse organization" after his Oilers 
beat that squad 13-4. The franchise founded in 1974 would not win a 
playoff game until 1988. 

1974-75 Washington Capitals: This expansion squad is regularly cited as 
the worst team in league history and it's easy to see why. These Caps 
set futility marks across the board: an 8-67-5 record that marks the 
fewest wins, points (21) and worst points percentage (.131) a team has 
ever produced in a season of at least 70 games. They also hold the all-
time record for most goals against in a year (446, 5.58 per game) and 
scored just 181 times (2.26 per game), giving them a -265 goal 
differential that will never be touched.  

1972-73 New York Islanders: The Islanders had some horrible teams in 
the 1990s but they all paled in comparison to the first team in franchise 
history. The 1972-73 group went 12-60-6 (.192), finishing last in goals for 
(170, 2.18 per game) and against (347, 4.45). The 1970s were a brutal 
time for expansion teams.  

1943-44 New York Rangers: In a 50-game season during the height of 
World War II, the Rangers experienced their worst season in franchise 
history. The Blueshirts gave up an astounding 6.2 goals per game, the 
second-worst ever only to the 1919-20 Quebec Bulldogs (who played 24 

games). While giving up 310, the Rangers scored just 162 (3.24 per 
game) and finished 6-39-5 (.170). 

1928-29 Chicago Blackhawks: The 1927-28 squad had a worse record 
(7-34-3, .193) but the third team in franchise history deserves special 
recognition  as the only team in NHL history to fail to average a goal a 
game, scoring just 33 times in 44 contests. Shockingly, they went 7-29-8 
(.250). 
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